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Executive Summary

Community supervision is a critically important component of a functional criminal legal system. For decades, supervision agencies have become increasingly professionalized and motivated to align with evidence-based practices. Therefore, having standards to guide decision-makers in this field is crucial.

Professional standards describe a competent level of practice within specific fields. They reflect a desired and achievable level of performance against which a practitioner’s actual work can be compared and evaluated. The main purpose of professional standards is to direct and maintain effective practice.

As the “voice of the community corrections industry,” the American Probation and Parole Association (APPA) serves as the field’s leading professional membership association. It is only fitting that the APPA would establish National Standards for Community Supervision (Standards) as a valuable resource to provide guidance at every level. To this end, the APPA received funding from the U.S. Department of Justice’s National Institute of Corrections (NIC) and partnered with the Crime and Justice Institute (CJI) to bring together practitioners and research leaders in the field to provide input and develop appropriate standards. This workgroup met to discuss best practices, to assess the research supporting those practices, and to determine what guidelines would be helpful for agencies and practitioners. The workgroup also discussed ideas for commentary that would further explain and provide guidance within the Standards. While there was not always unanimous consensus within the workgroup, the National Standards for Community Supervision aim to capture a wide variety of experience considering the research that does exist. These Standards, the first-ever to be formally published by the APPA, are meant to serve as a starting point in a larger process that continues to provide updated guidance over time.

The APPA would like to recognize and thank the NIC for generously funding this work and the CJI.
for facilitating workgroup meetings, contributing to the commentary, and consolidating workgroup feedback. The partners would also like to thank every workgroup member who gave time, expertise, insights, and thoughtful consideration when contributing to the Standards.¹

The partners hope this resource provides helpful guidance for the field, with the understanding that these guidelines may be revisited as research continues to inform evidence-based practices for effective supervision in the community.

**Introduction**

The APPA has engaged in an ambitious multiyear project to establish national standards for adult community supervision (probation and parole) agencies and practitioners. The goal is to comprehensively assess and utilize research to implement practices that will support rehabilitation and positive outcomes for individuals so they can lead productive and law-abiding lives. This document presents the results of that project.

These APPA National Standards for Community Supervision will guide community supervision agencies in strengthening and improving services, policy, and practice. The Standards document includes written definitions and guidance established by an authoritative professional body to serve as a model or minimum acceptable benchmark. The Standards have been established through consultation and consensus and will be available to any organization or agency for use on a voluntary basis.

These Standards are aspirational, setting forth definitions and practices to be incorporated into daily supervision practices. The goal is for agencies to use the Standards as benchmarks for professional practice and to inform written policies, regulations, rules, statutes, or other binding authorities. Because they are aspirational, the prescriptive term “should” rather than the mandatory term “shall” is used to describe the practices recommended consistent with these Standards. The APPA recognizes that full compliance with each and every Standard may not be
possible for all community supervision agencies due to a variety of local factors. Nonetheless, the Standards provide sound guidance for agencies and staff carrying out community supervision.

The APPA Standards development effort followed the approach utilized by the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies. Each Standard is followed by commentary that provides greater detail, explanation, and support for the Standard. Research, supporting information, and examples from practice are provided in the commentary, including citations identifying source material.

Project Goals

- Development of national standards and commentary for adult community supervision (probation and parole)
- Education about how to apply standards to adult community supervision agency practice
- Recognition of and increased implementation of evidence-based practices
- Increased levels of standardization of practices
- Improved outcomes for adults on supervision
- Increased collection and payment of victim restitution
- Reduced levels of recidivism and revocations
- Improvement in desistance goals
- Improved outcomes for adults on supervision

The Standards Development Process

The project was guided by a Project Management Team, consisting of representatives from APPA, the NIC, the CJI, and William D. Burrell. The development of the Standards was the work of a Standards Working Group comprised of 12 members, all of whom have substantive experience in adult probation and/or parole. See the Acknowledgments for a membership list. In addition to the knowledge of the Working Group members about standards and practices, existing resources
were collected from states and counties around the country.

It was initially anticipated that the Working Group would meet in person at the biannual APPA Training Institutes, with additional meetings carried out via web conferencing in the months between the Institutes. The COVID-19 pandemic forced the process to start with the Working Group meeting remotely monthly for the first ten months of the project. It was not until August 2021 that the first in-person meeting was held at the Annual Training Institute in Boston, Massachusetts. Virtual meetings continued through to the Spring of 2024.

**Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Racial Justice**

The APPA’s Standards project embraces procedural and social justice principles. Standards are intended to guide organizations with the information necessary to maintain work environments that facilitate behavioral change, reduce recidivism, enhance victim compensation, and keep communities safe. American society is a mosaic enriched by a diverse composite of people with different ethnicities, sexual orientations, races, socioeconomic statuses, religions, and languages. The APPA strives to remove systemic patterns and practices that have failed to fully embrace diversity, equity, inclusion, and social justice within the criminal justice system.

The APPA firmly believes in a culture that is inclusive of all ideas by promoting excellence in the recruitment and retention of a diverse workforce. This means a workforce reflective of the individuals served in our communities and comprised of professionals who treat individuals on supervision with respect and dignity consistent with the belief that individuals can change for the good and lead productive lives. The Standards strive to embed these values throughout each organization’s policies, procedures, and practices. Furthermore, the APPA recognizes that the responsibility for establishing and maintaining a culture where diversity, equity, inclusion, and social justice are valued lies within each community supervision professional.
Note About Inclusive Language

This document incorporates neutral, person-centered language when referring to individuals on community supervision. The preferred terminology for referring to people in the community supervision system includes person on probation, not probationer; person on parole, not parolee; and incarcerated person, not inmate. This represents a conscious effort to recognize and respect the dignity and worth of all individuals who are on supervision in the community. It is also intended to reduce the stigma associated with involvement in the criminal legal system and the collateral consequences resulting from such experience.

Stigma creates negative attitudes which can limit engagement by people on supervision with their community. Feeling stigmatized while trying to navigate supervision can reduce people’s interest in and willingness to work, access treatment and services, participate in civic affairs, engage in positive/pro-social activities and relationships, and repairing and improving family relationships. All of these activities can increase the likelihood of success on community supervision, so every effort should be made to use language and engage in interactions that promote rather than discourage engagement.
Guiding Principles for Community Supervision

Principles

▪ The Community Supervision Agency (the Agency) is committed to enhancing the health, well-being, and safety of individuals on supervision, staff, and the community, and works to create an environment of trust, mutual respect, and understanding where all staff act in the best interests of individuals on supervision and the community.

▪ The Agency honors the belief that individuals on community supervision have the potential to change their thinking and behavior. It demonstrates respect, dignity, and fairness toward all people involved with its work. The Agency believes in the autonomy and agency of people on community supervision, giving them a voice in, and the opportunity to participate in, decisions about supervision. It also respects and incorporates relevant characteristics of people on community supervision in case planning and decision-making.

▪ The Agency believes in neutrality—objective, transparent decision-making, where rules are applied fairly and consistently, not in a subjective, arbitrary, or prejudicial manner. Diversity, inclusion, and equity are considered in all community supervision decision-making, programming and outcomes.

▪ The Agency works to honor the rights and voice of victims of crime.

▪ The Agency works to build systems and a culture supportive of effective practices and incorporates a human service perspective in supervision, with the primary focus on behavior change, and incentives rather than sanctions, deterrence, or retribution.
The Agency is committed to implementing evidence-based and evidence-informed policies and practices. Assessments are based on structured and validated instruments supplemented by staff knowledge and experience. The Agency implements effective staff practices and revises and updates policies and practices to reflect new knowledge as it emerges.

The Agency takes a positive, success-oriented approach that is forward-looking. Community supervision should be goal-based and incentive-driven, giving individuals on supervision the ability to show compliance and earn their way off supervision. While community supervision addresses challenges the individual is facing, supervision agencies should incorporate strengths-based and asset-based strategies to build on positive attributes in the individual’s life.

The Agency collaborates broadly with the community, support system for people on community supervision, and other public and private organizations and agencies.

Evidence-Based Practices

The term “evidence-based practice” (EBP) is commonly used in the probation and parole community and refers to practices that are backed by empirical literature. While there is substantial, high-quality research available to support many aspects of community supervision, not all practices are addressed by research. There is much that community supervision agencies and staff do which has not been rigorously researched to date. However, community supervision agencies are encouraged to create policies consistent with the principles of evidence-based practices that do exist. The dialogue about EBP in probation and parole has largely focused on research or validation studies and how those can inform community supervision practices. In addition to evidence-based practices, there are additional sources of knowledge that can inform guidance for agencies.
In several other fields of human service including medicine, psychology, and social work, the term “evidence-informed practice” (EIP) is used. This refers to practices that incorporate the best available evidence, even if it is not the “gold standard” of empirical research, to inform policy and practice. It is also referred to as “research-informed practice.”

Both evidence-based and evidence-informed guidance can be supplemented and aided by the experiences and accumulated knowledge of staff in areas of practice, where no significant research exists to date. This is often referred to as “best practices.” This approach makes specific reference to practitioner knowledge and experience as being a core element of EIP. Supervision officers develop experience and ‘in-the-field’ expertise over time, which informs their judgement. The following Standards, therefore, also include insights from supervision practitioners who have been trained and have helped shape policy and implementation decisions.

An additional source of input for supervision planning and decision-making is the person on community supervision. In social work, the EIP formula for decision-making includes clinical knowledge and experience, available research evidence, and client participation. This draws on the “specific responsivity” principle within the risk, need, responsivity framework, which posits that decisions, plans, and services that are responsive to the person’s specific challenges, strengths, personality, cultural context, and preferences will be more likely to engage people on community supervision, motivate them to work on behavior change, and build rapport with the community supervision officer (CSO).

---


Moving forward, community supervision agencies should inform policy and practice decisions by looking to:

- Evidence and guidance from high quality, rigorous empirical research on effective practices;
- Experience of practitioners and staff as to the best practices for both policy-level decisions and for case-level decisions; and,
- Participation and input from the person on community supervision.
I. The Community Supervision Agency

INTRODUCTION

Community supervision agencies will inherently vary in their organizational structure. However, to support adherence to these Standards, essential components of an agency’s structure include a viable strategic plan, staff dedicated to implementation and sustainability, recruitment and retention goals, coaching and performance feedback, and collaboration with community agencies. The Standards outlined below are meant to highlight just a few factors agency leadership should consider.

Standard 1.1

Agencies should develop and implement a strategic plan which includes:

- A vision statement, setting forth what the agency seeks to achieve in the future
- A mission statement, setting forth what the agency does, and a purpose statement, explaining why the agency does the work
- Goals, specific aims the agency commits to achieving
- Values, the underlying guiding principles that drive policy, decision-making, and operations

Commentary: The strategic plan should include the source of legal authority for the supervision agency and forecast activity for the upcoming 3-5 years. The strategic plan and resulting mission, vision, goals, and values should focus on behavior change and improving public safety, which includes consideration of both supervisees and the community they are living in. The purpose of including these priorities also establishes the agency’s commitment to evidence-based practices throughout supervision, and an agency’s role in the larger community. This plan can also be adjusted to focus on specific challenges the agency faces. The strategic plan should include the agency’s commitment to the safety, health, and well-being of the community; to victim safety and support; to staff health and wellness; to supporting behavioral change and desistance of
people on community supervision that reduces future recidivism and improves social productivity; and to use of evidence-based and evidence-informed practices.

Beyond outlining work the agency should focus on, the strategic plan should be used as a framework for management; leadership should be intentional when thinking through ways to integrate the content of the plan throughout the managerial mindset across the agency. These organizational goals within the strategic plan should drive performance measures.

**Standard 1.2**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for creating and maintaining an implementation and sustainability team.**

**Commentary:** Implementation is the process by which a policy is carried out and fulfilled. This work is different from creating a policy, which is often a broad statement of goals without defined action steps related to who will do the work, how people will be trained, or what measures to track to demonstrate whether implementing the policy aligns with the policy’s initial purpose. Implementation and sustainable operation of evidence-based practices is a major challenge. It requires a long-term commitment on the part of the agency. It is not simply a project with a start and end date, such as a grant, but rather represents a permanent shift in managerial mindset to one of constant innovation, evaluation, adjustment, and development. Studies identify barriers to full implementation of the principles of effective intervention both at the individual and organizational level.3,4,5,6

---


5 Bourgon, Guy, James Bonta, Tanya Rugge, Terri-Lynne Scott, and Annie K. Yessine. 2009. “Program Design, Implementation, and Evaluation in “Real World” Community Supervision.” *Federal Probation* 70 (1). [https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/74_1_1_0.pdf](https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/74_1_1_0.pdf)

For example, organizational commitment, culture, and staff perceptions can complicate the change process and prevent the successful implementation of the RNR model in practice.

Implementation is best done at the ground level, including input and participation from all individuals who are doing the work of supervision on a daily basis. This requires the agency to make a formal commitment to have staff dedicated to implementing, improving, and sustaining evidence-based and research-informed practices.

This team should have membership representing a “vertical slice” of the agency, i.e., representation from line supervision officers, supervisors, managers, executive staff, trainers, researchers, and stakeholders. The implementation and sustainability team are accountable to agency leadership for ensuring that effective interventions and effective implementation methods are in use to produce intended outcomes for individuals on supervision. An implementation team should focus on leadership opportunities for current staff and ways management can support the agency, environmental factors that include access to resources, and staff training and technical assistance. Leadership is critical to motivating staff and articulating a shared vision for the changes being implemented. Environmental factors to consider include capacity for the changed policy and support from key stakeholders. For example, a major modification to the condition-setting process in a jurisdiction where presentence interview writers are hired by the community supervision agency will require buy-in and

---

cooperation from judges, defenders, and prosecutors. This consensus-building can be spearheaded by an implementation team, which will ensure that any progress is not only informed by supervision representatives but also can be rolled out into daily practice as soon as policy changes are approved. For agencies interested in developing an implementation team, connecting with the APPA for additional guidance is encouraged. For supervision agencies that have gotten these implementation teams off the ground, establishing quality assurance measures to guide the team will encourage consistency even as team membership changes.

**Standard 1.3**

*Agencies should review and revise job descriptions to ensure that they address the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for effective implementation of evidenced-based practices in community supervision. Job descriptions for staff should include behavior change duties, core correctional practices, and evidence-based practice responsibilities.*

**Commentary:** Critical to the success of each agency is hiring and retaining the right staff. The evolution of community supervision philosophy and practice requires careful examination of practices related to the recruitment, selection, hiring, training, coaching, and ongoing professional development of staff. Job descriptions should make clear that the role of CSOs is to encourage and support long-term behavior modification and promote public safety, rather than merely monitoring compliance. Performance criteria should focus on agency priorities and the use of evidence-based practices; these criteria should avoid only prioritizing metrics such as the number of contacts officers have with probationers, the number of violations detected, and the number of sentences revoked. Job descriptions and related performance metrics should make clear the importance of substantive behavioral intervention conversations and referrals to treatment or programming.

An agency that seeks to employ CSOs who see themselves as coaches to individuals on supervision would hire staff who embrace a human service correctional orientation. They would want to employ officers who were committed to building cognitive and social skills in offenders so that they could avoid future legal entanglements. These coaches would have people skills and desire to have expertise in delivering effective
interventions. The ultimate goal of the organization would be to use its coaches to effect behavior change and to enable individuals to live a productive life.

**Staff Development**

**Standard 1.4**

There should be written policies, procedures, and established practices for entry level and promotional staff selection criteria.

**Commentary:** New hires especially can impact the culture of the supervision agency and must be selected based on who possesses the competencies required for the position. Supervision agencies are moving away from focusing mainly on compliance monitoring and reacting to violations; instead, agencies are adopting a more proactive approach to supervision that balances individual accountability and behavior change with the application of the risk-need-responsivity (RNR) framework, which research shows effectively reduces recidivism.\(^{13}\) To achieve public safety results, supervision agencies should recruit and hire people who fit this paradigm of proactive engagement and are interested in assisting individuals on supervision to achieve long-term behavior change. Additionally, agencies should discuss hiring practices that encourage and support prospective employees with lived justice experience who can provide feedback to the agency about ways to address supervision barriers and build rapport with individuals on supervision.

Hiring and promotion practices should include a structured behavioral interview process. This process should include assessment of several competencies: critical thinking skills, ability to respond positively to coaching, integrity, attitude toward learning, and belief in both evidenced-based practices and individuals’ ability to change behavior with the help of support and resources. Agencies might prioritize applicants who have experience or training in behavioral

---

psychology and social work; agency leadership may also consider incorporating personality assessments to determine if applicants have a mindset that aligns with the agency’s mission. Face-to-face interviews as well as reference checks should be conducted for all initial hires.

Resource guides have been developed to help those who are conducting interviews have a better understanding of what qualities they should look for when interviewing potential supervision officers. For example, the Division of Criminal Justice Services Office of Probation and Correctional Alternatives in New York has worked to compile a detailed job description for every tier of employment, as well as qualifications for promotional advancement.

Criteria for promotions will differ across agencies, with some requiring examinations to advance positions within the supervision agency. Promotion criteria might include the CSO’s ability to administer risk and needs assessments (hereinafter referred to as ‘RNA’) with fidelity, incorporate those results into a proactive and individualized case plan, integrate feedback from supervisors, and show competence when mentoring and training fellow staff.

**Standard 1.5**

*Agencies should have written policies and procedures and established practices for comprehensive training and skill development of new and existing staff.*

**Commentary:** Training and staff skill development should, at a minimum, include:

- Assessments
- Case plans
- Enhancing intrinsic motivation
- Increasing positive reinforcement

---


- Effective violation response
- Coaching skills
- Cognitive behavioral approaches
- Skill building with individuals on supervision
- Core correctional practices (CCPs)
- Field work (home visits, interacting with employers and treatment providers)

All training should focus on skills that promote the agency’s mission and values, providing tangible guidance on resources officers can use to track progress including case plans, check lists, worksheets, and other tools CSOs can use to help organize the individuals they supervise. There should be training that corresponds with any policy requiring action from CSOs and frequent booster or refresher trainings should be offered regardless of whether changes to policies are made. Research suggests that officers who participated in monthly review sessions or “boosters” following an initial Effective Practices in Community Supervision (EPICS) training continued to increase their proficiency in the use of Core Correctional Practice (CCPs) over the course of 18 months.\textsuperscript{16} A meta-analysis of training programs found that individuals supervised by probation officers trained in CCPs were 13% less likely to reoffend compared with those supervised by officers who had not undergone the training.\textsuperscript{17,18} While training is the starting point for officers, agencies should ensure that follow-up coaching and fidelity measures are in place to establish a more comprehensive approach to ensure staff are consistently using skills developed. This skill-based approach should also be checked against the strategic plan to ensure the agency is preparing people in a way that allows them to execute the plan.


Standard 1.6

**Agencies should develop and implement policies, procedures, and practices for the monitoring and coaching of community supervision officers and for providing performance feedback.**

**Commentary:** Coaching on the skills officers are expected to master is critical when looking to improve officer fidelity to CCPs. Research has shown that there are much greater gains in skill usage when coaching and performance feedback is offered. Specifically, research that has surveyed trained officers indicate that the respondents see the value in coaching and report that coaching increases the likelihood they will use the skills with clients.¹⁹ This is consistent with research indicating that skill use increases as officers participate in more post-training booster sessions and coaching.²⁰ Supervisors should regularly observe CSOs interacting directly with individuals on supervision and engage in discussions about officer performance. For more information on performance measures, see [Standard 11](#). Objective feedback should be provided to individual staff regarding skill development and mastery. In this supportive role, supervisors provide morale building, assess strengths and needs, suggest varying clinical approaches, model best practices, increase officer motivation, and prevent burnout. For entry level CSOs, the supportive function is especially critical.

Standard 1.7

**Agencies should have policies, procedures, and established practices that encourage and facilitate collaboration with agencies that serve individuals on community supervision or that have knowledge and resources that can support the community supervision process.**

---


Commentary: Agencies can provide more robust services and referral resources when they partner with high-quality community partners that have some affiliation with the community supervision population. Collaboration with community-based organizations that offer substance use and mental health treatment, reentry support, housing and other services is critical for an agency to be able to make impactful referrals that address an individual’s holistic needs. To enhance the effectiveness of their work, probation and parole agencies can work with community groups that deliver the formal and informal supports people on supervision need. Creation of memoranda of understanding or contracts can clarify the role partnering agencies will play in supporting individuals on supervision and can hold partners accountable to ensure high-quality services. Without providing an exhaustive list, agencies can monitor the quality of provider services using tools including the Correctional Program Assessment Inventory (CPAI and CPAI-2000) 21, Correctional Program Checklist (CPC), the Standardized Program Evaluation Protocol (SPEP), or a similar process that examines the use and application of principles of effective interventions within the services provided.

Supervision agencies can act as hubs, connecting supervised individuals with local organizations that offer housing, education, employment, and other help. One example of an initiative that’s been tried in the field is the Neighborhood Opportunity Network in New York (NeON), a citywide network of community-based centers in the seven neighborhoods of NYC where large concentrations of people on probation reside. Each NeON has a local stakeholder group, open to the community at large and usually comprised of a diverse array of community members, including members of local community-based organizations, clergy, local business owners. These community centers establish connections between providers and individuals on supervision to facilitate people’s access to treatment programs, health care, education, and other services in the areas where they live.

---

Finally, collaboration might include participation in Criminal Justice Coordinating Councils, serving on service provider advisory boards, and working with human and social services agencies, institutions of higher education, and research organizations to evaluate which partnerships are having the greatest impact for the supervision population.  

---

II. **Sentencing to Probation and Parole Release**

**INTRODUCTION**

The APPA recognizes that decisions about sentences to probation or release on parole are the province of the court or the releasing authority. Jurisdictions vary in how much influence supervision agencies have when recommending conditions of supervision or release. In several areas, however, agencies can provide information and work with the courts and releasing authorities to ensure that sentences, release orders, and conditions are consistent with the research, policy, and practices supporting effective community supervision. This Standard is intended to inform judicial and release authority decision-making rather than to supplant it.

**Terms and Conditions of Probation and Parole**

Both the duration of the supervision period (herein referred to as ‘term’ of supervision) as well as the number and type of conditions of supervision are determined by the court at the time of sentencing. Parole releasing authorities or statute determine the supervision term for individuals released on parole.

**Standard 2.1**

*Agencies should work with the courts and releasing authorities to ensure that terms and conditions of supervision are reasonable, tailored to the individual, not overly burdensome, and include a focus on criminogenic factors.*

**Commentary:** Two components of supervision that cause barriers to supervision success are (a) the length of the supervision terms and (b) the number of standard and special conditions. Many states authorize probation terms of up to five years and still others have 10-year maximum terms. Moreover, some even allow lifetime probation to be imposed. Even with less lengthy terms, courts often will impose consecutive sentences, which lengthens the overall time on supervision. The result is that many individuals serve much longer terms than necessary to
achieve the purposes of community supervision. Recent research has demonstrated that long supervision sentences do not deter crime and deliver diminishing benefits over the course of lengthy supervision terms.\(^23\)

Excessive numbers of standard and special conditions draw the CSO away from the core element of supervision: behavior change. Many conditions are of questionable utility and often do not take into account the criminogenic factors identified by an RNA. Instead, conditions should reflect the results of individual RNAs, with a focus on factors that most directly impact public safety, including criminal history, antisocial personality or cognition, antisocial peers, substance use, employment/education obstacles, and family challenges.\(^24\)

When looking at conditions imposed in their totality, conditions should not place an unreasonable burden on the individual’s ability to reintegrate into the community.\(^25\) Conditions should be guided by their feasibility and relevance to the individual, which might include considering employment status, family responsibilities, ability to pay fines, and should reflect individual responsivity factors. Additionally, conditions should be limited to those requirements that the agency has the capacity to enforce; compliance monitoring that creates an excess of administrative tasks for officers takes away time and resources from substantive behavior-change work.

**Standard 2.2**

Agencies should provide recommendations concerning terms and conditions in presentence reports submitted to the court and in pre-parole investigations submitted to the releasing authority.

---


Commentary: Judges have acknowledged the importance of presentence interviews and how supervision staff contribute to the presentence process. Community supervision agencies should play a role in setting initial conditions as an objective and neutral entity. In the probation context, best practice suggests that sentencing judges consult the probation department on questions of whether to impose probation and how probation conditions should be configured.26 Where an agency oversees presentence interview writers, the agency should ensure these report writers are trained on RNR principles, the local risk-need tool, and criminogenic needs that should be prioritized, to inform condition recommendations to the court. Information about the individual's criminogenic needs through assessments should be shared with the court as early as possible to inform the number and types of conditions, taking into consideration individual responsivity factors. If an assessment cannot be completed by the time conditions are determined during sentencing, a general condition such as “Treatment and programming conditions, as well as subsequent referrals, should reflect the results of the RNA the CSO administers,” should be recommended as a universal condition to ensure conditions are individualized and responsive to risk and need.

As it relates to recommendations about the length of supervision terms, research consistently shows the vast majority of new criminal activity by individuals on community supervision occurs within the first 12 months of supervision.27,28,29 Given the recidivism reduction goals of community supervision, there is reduced value in continuing supervision when the period of highest risk of re-offense has passed. To avoid unnecessarily long supervision terms, agencies should reassess risk after the first year; where risk has decreased substantially, there might be justification for reduced supervision (e.g., reduced contact frequency or transition from in-person

contacts to remote contacts) compared to the intensity of supervision when individuals first start their term. Modification of terms and conditions can be brought to the court or releasing authority for approval. Routine reassessment can highlight progress that has been accomplished on supervision and whether a full term of supervision is necessary.

The provisions of the American Law Institute’s Model Penal Code–Sentencing set forth recommendations for the length of probation sentences and parole terms: felony probation, three years; misdemeanor probation, one year; felony parole, five years; misdemeanor parole, one year. Even where state statutes allow judges to sentence to longer durations of supervision, probation agencies should provide recommendations for terms and conditions that align with research that indicates the value of supervision within the first year, compared to diminishing returns for longer supervision terms. 30

Restitution and Economic Sanctions

Many community supervision agencies have the responsibility for overseeing both the collection of financial obligations imposed as a condition of probation or parole and for enforcement of such payments.

Standard 2.3

Where restitution is imposed by a court, agencies with responsibility for collections and enforcement should make all reasonable efforts to collect the restitution and forward it to the victim in a timely manner.

Commentary: Restitution to victims of crime for injury or loss is a key element of a restorative framework in the criminal legal system and for community supervision. Restitution can be an essential component of the sentencing process, providing victims with a sense of accountability

from the person on supervision and some monetary recovery for their losses. However, when restitution is applied in combination with other legal financial obligations without taking into consideration the person on supervision’s ability to pay, the result can be a debt that is impossible to pay. Therefore, supervision agencies should advocate for the ability to pay hearings at the time of sentencing or throughout the duration of supervision to establish affordable restitution payments over a feasible timeline. This might include considering similar factors public defender offices use to determine indigency; this calculation might not reduce the final restitution amount but would give all parties more realistic information about whether the individual is making good-faith efforts to pay towards restitution, given their circumstances. Where restitution is ordered, an agency should have clear policies that ensure the collection of restitution takes priority over other court fines and supervision fees.

Standard 2.4

Ideally, other financial sanctions such as fines, fees, surcharges, and penalties should not be imposed as a condition of probation or parole. Where supervision fees are collected, they should be reinvested back into treatment and services for people on supervision, as opposed to supporting agency operational costs.

Commentary: Supervision fees emerged in the 1980s as a means of funding the expanding community supervision system. While in many jurisdictions such fees often comprise a substantial portion of a community supervision agency’s funding, they also serve to exacerbate the financial burdens of those on community supervision and their families. In addition to restitution, many probation and parole orders include a wide array of economic sanctions, including fines, supervision fees, surcharges, penalties, and fees for services (e.g., drug testing and electronic monitoring). Such economic sanctions should not be imposed on individuals on

---

probation or parole, to the extent agencies and courts can avoid them. These economic sanctions pose a financial burden for a population that largely exists on the margins of financial viability and independence. Many individuals on supervision face difficulties paying rent, buying food, getting to work, and supporting their families. Elimination of economic sanctions would also allow client payments to be directed to restitution payments, basic needs, and other financial obligations such as child support payments.

Economic sanctions create additional and unnecessary work for CSOs and agencies and further limit time for core supervision work. Financial obligations beyond restitution also force CSOs to focus on the collection of money rather than on carrying out evidence-based supervision practices. Moreover, collections activities blur the role and focus of community supervision, both for the CSO and the clients. Supervision agencies and other legal system stakeholders have made substantial effort to curtail or eliminate such sanctions broadly in the criminal and juvenile systems.

Economic sanctions often accumulate to large, essentially unpayable amounts, creating obstacles to successful completion of supervision even where the person is otherwise compliant. Since discharge from supervision usually requires full payment of all financial obligations, individuals without the financial means to handle all payments are kept on community supervision for longer than necessary to positively impact behavior change. Delayed terminations based on unpaid financial obligations further inflate caseloads, lengthen time on supervision thereby expanding the timeframe for possible violations, and expose individuals on community supervision to the risk of revocation for failure to pay. This cycle exacerbates an individual’s inability to meet

---

financial obligations.

Some have argued that financial sanctions give the client “skin in the game,” thereby increasing their motivation to cooperate and comply with the conditions and requirements of supervision. There is no evidence in research to support this premise, and experience suggests otherwise. Individuals who see no path to paying these obligations often give up and abscond from supervision.

As an initial matter, supervision agencies currently using supervision fees to support operations or overhead should look for alternative funding streams. Where possible, supervision fees should be eliminated, and jurisdictions should collaborate to fund community supervision agencies adequately from general revenues, whether state or municipal budgets. Additionally, where supervision fees are necessary for the continued functioning of an agency, the agency should advocate for ability to pay hearings at the time of sentencing or throughout the duration of supervision to establish affordable financial payments that consider all potential supervision fees, court fines, and restitution. Where supervision fees are collected, these financial obligations should be reinvested back into funding treatment and services for individuals on supervision, who otherwise would not be able to cover the cost of some court-mandated treatment, education, or programming requirements. This structure allows the individual to contribute to their own and others’ rehabilitation.

**Early Discharge from Community Supervision**

Statutes will often provide for the early discharge from supervision prior to the expiration of the term originally imposed by the court or releasing authority. Such discharge is granted by the court or releasing authority on the recommendation of a community supervision agency.

**Standard 2.5**

In collaboration with the court or releasing authority, agencies should develop and implement
a policy to provide for early discharge from community supervision.

Commentary: Generally, such early discharge policies require that at least 12 months of the term be served and for the individual on community supervision to be arrest-free, in compliance with conditions, have no serious violations, have completed or made substantial progress on any treatment requirements, and show other indicators of progress and successful adjustment. Eligibility should not require full payment of fines or fees but rather a showing of substantial progress towards financial obligations or “good faith effort,” to be determined in light of the individual’s financial situation and other areas of compliance.

Incentives

Research on behavior change clearly shows the effectiveness of incentives in facilitating and sustaining behavior change. To promote equitable use of incentives for supervisees across all risk and need levels, agencies should provide structured guidance on how to best use incentives. Additional guidance about incentives will be provided in Standard 9 “Effective Interventions.”

Standard 2.6

Agencies should work with the court and releasing authority to develop and implement a system of incentives for people on community supervision.

Commentary: One of the best-known findings of behavioral psychology is that rewards are generally more effective at altering behavior than penalties—yet this principle has been underutilized in community supervision. Recent research has shown that the most powerful

---


Incentives are those which reduce the impact of community supervision on the individual. Incentives should be tailored to the individual; CSOs should learn what incentives are most impactful through conversations such that incentives are reflective of the person's goals and motivating factors during the supervision term. Examples of incentives over the long-term include removing or lessening conditions, shortening the term of supervision, reduction in community service hours required, and reduction or forgiveness of fees and fines (but not victim restitution). Some of the most powerful incentives are early discharges from the supervision term. Short-term incentives include a reduction in drug tests where there has been documented compliance, a reduced number of contact visits with the assigned CSO and expanded use of technology where limits were initially imposed. Supervision agencies should work with courts and releasing authorities to outline incentives and processes that acknowledge compliance with supervision, especially as it relates to reducing the time or intensity of supervision terms and conditions.

III. Assessment

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, important advances have been made in the development of actuarial tools to measure the risks of recidivism posed by individuals, to assess their criminogenic needs, and to gauge likely responsiveness to specific rehabilitative interventions. Research has shown that well-designed actuarial risk assessments offer better probability for future behavior than individual professional judgments on risk of reoffense. Actuarial risk assessments may also help reduce the likelihood of implicit bias and human error associated with professional judgment. If properly developed and regularly validated, a risk tool will accurately predict who poses a higher risk for reoffending and who does not, based on a variety of factors.

The risk principle within the RNR model has two important components: (a) use of a reliable and validated risk assessment to predict criminal behavior and (b) appropriately matched level and intensity of services recommended based on the risk level. Research behind the risk principle suggests that the dosage or amount of treatment should increase or decrease in accordance with risk level to reduce recidivism.

Despite the broad implementation of risk assessment tools, recent literature has highlighted concerns about certain aspects of these instruments and the contexts in which they are used. Because risk algorithms use data that can be impacted by racial disparities related to policing, arrest rates, criminal history, and other compounding factors, opponents of these tools flag the potential harm that risk tools can pose. Some tools rely on factors correlated with race, such as criminal history, employment status, and housing stability. While these factors are predictive of

---

recidivism, they may also reflect the cumulative effects of discrimination. As a result, risk assessment tools, if not created carefully, may overestimate the risk of recidivism for people of color, leading to higher rates of pretrial detention, prison sentences, or probation or parole denials. Additionally, even where the tool itself does not result in disparate impacts across demographic groups, opponents argue that the assessment results can be used in an inequitable way if decision-makers give a risk score more weight for certain populations within a larger decision-making framework. While risk assessment tools are meant to be race-neutral, supervision agencies should review resulting data to ensure a race-neutral tool is implemented in a way that does not produce unintentional disparate results.

To address concerns about RNAs, there are steps agencies can take to advance transparency around tool creation and use. RNAs should have accessible algorithms and agencies should regularly reassess “cut points” or scores that categorize risk scores into risk categories (e.g., low, medium, high), reviewing outcomes per risk categories and ensuring scores are predictive. These tools are commonly used within supervision agencies and the following guidance outlines best practices where the decision to implement an RNA within the agency has been made. The importance of proper implementation and use of these RNA tools cannot be overstated, and agencies should consistently review correctional policy and practice so that RNAs are being used responsibly to reduce the risk levels of those who need programming the most, thereby enhancing public safety. RNAs and resulting outcomes constitute an evolving field of research and it is the responsibility of agencies to re-evaluate their tools and decision-making results as research informs the implementation of these tools.

---

Risk and Needs Assessment

Standard 3.1

Agencies should adopt and implement empirically developed and validated risk and needs assessments.

Commentary: The efficacy of an RNA depends on the reliability and accuracy of its predictions and corresponding supervision guidance. Determining how well a tool performs at predicting risk is called validation, and an RNA’s performance is referred to as predictive validity. Validation tests whether a tool’s assessment of estimated risk for an individual corresponds to actual behavior or outcomes. This requires additional data against which the tool’s aggregate predictive value can be tested.\(^{41}\) Best practice dictates the assessment be validated with individuals from the jurisdiction where the tool is being implemented.

Once the tool developer identifies a population of interest and existing data about that population, a portion of the data can be used to devise a risk prediction model (i.e., the development sample) and the remainder of the data for validation tests. For example, if the case characteristics (e.g., charge information and criminal history) and outcomes (e.g., failure to appear and new arrest) of 1,000 people on probation can be measured historically, the tool developer may randomly select 500 of them to develop a risk prediction model. The developer then tests the performance of the model using data on the remaining 500 people on probation (i.e., the validation sample). In this approach, data can be partitioned into two splits or multiple splits. Per BJA’s Public Safety Risk Assessment Clearinghouse, when multiple splits are used, the developer repeatedly examines one of the splits at a time and averages results from the multiple validation tests.\(^{42}\) The two splits method, known as hold-out validation, is commonly employed in criminal justice applications largely because it is easier to implement. It is important to recognize


that 1) the performance of validation tests is sensitive to test settings and the data used and 2) examining validation in a few different ways is therefore highly recommended as opposed to relying solely on a single method or a single data run.

Validation is a critical part of a risk tool’s development to ensure an instrument is robust and maintains integrity throughout future quality assurance processes. RNAs should be developed and regularly validated using supervision populations within the jurisdiction using the tool. As a practical matter, however, full validation is not always possible; at the very least, the design and implementation of data informed decision-making tools must focus on the principles of fairness, efficiency, effectiveness, and communication. The Guidelines for Post-Sentencing Risk Assessment provide measurements and a checklist for implementation of each of these principles.  

A professionally developed assessment that has been validated using local supervision populations might also be a “reliable” tool even if the instrument was created using out-of-state cohorts of supervision populations. A decision-making framework ultimately translates these risk scores into release-condition recommendations, with higher risk scores corresponding to stricter release conditions. For instance, parole decision-making frameworks are less focused on grids requiring certain responses based on risk levels but rather outlines a process that demonstrates due diligence and defensible decision-making. An agency should review pre-established release or supervision condition recommendations with their own jurisdiction’s resource capacity in mind.

**Standard 3.2**

**The risk and needs assessment should be developed using actuarial statistical methods.**

---


Commentary: Actuarial statistical methods involve conclusions that rest solely on empirically established relations between data and the condition or event of interest. Actuarial RNAs guide decision making at various points across the criminal justice continuum by approximating a person's likelihood of reoffending based on several characteristics and determining what individual criminogenic needs must be addressed to reduce that likelihood. Accuracy and reliability of prediction models can improve when tailored to a particular setting and population. There are two types of reliability: inter-rater and intra-rater reliability. Inter-rater reliability means that two different staff members applying the RNA to the same individual will get the same score and risk classification resulting from their use of the tool. Intra-rater reliability refers to whether the same rater will obtain the same score and risk classification with repeated assessments of the same individual, given no changes in the circumstances of the individual or over a short period of time where it is safe to assume that behavioral changes that would impact the final score have not taken place. Reliability needs to be established before an instrument’s validity is tested to ensure the integrity of the risk classifications.

Standard 3.3

Jurisdictions should use third- or fourth-generation risk and needs assessments that incorporate both static and dynamic risk factors.

Commentary: Unlike first-generation risk assessment which relied on unstructured professional judgment and second-generation risk assessment which relied on numeric predictions derived from analyses of static risk factors alone, the third-generation risk assessment incorporates dynamic factors linked directly to criminal behavior, also called criminogenic needs. Because criminogenic needs are changeable and related to reoffending, their incorporation into assessments help practitioners target and monitor risk reduction efforts. While third-generation instruments help practitioners allocate supervision and intervention resources, fourth-generation instruments emphasize the structured monitoring of individuals over time to maximize treatment and supervision benefits. Fourth-generation instruments focus on responsivity considerations.
that may affect how practitioners relate to individuals on supervision and select appropriate interventions for them at appropriate times. Fourth-generation instruments, including the Level of Service/Case Management Inventory, can help practitioners efficiently integrate case planning and risk management efforts.

**Standard 3.4**

*Agencies should consider the use of risk screening instruments to quickly and efficiently identify individuals who score as low risk and can be assigned to minimal supervision caseloads.*

**Commentary:** A brief risk screening can provide quick information to CSOs about individuals who do not need a more in-depth assessment or intensive supervision or services, reserving resources for those with higher risk and need and avoiding over-supervision of those who are low risk, with protective factors in place. Whereas screeners flag an initial risk, fuller assessments that involve criminogenic needs might include a more official diagnosis and might require a trained professional to make further recommendations. Screeners serve to ensure lower-risk individuals are not referred to more intensive treatment, which is an inefficient use of resources and may even increase risk of recidivism. Research has found that low-risk individuals placed in minimal treatment programming have a recidivism rate of 15%, while placing similar low-risk individuals in intensive treatment programming increases the recidivism rate to 32%.  

For example, the Ohio Risk Assessment Community Supervision Screening Tool (ORAS CSST) simply classifies individuals as low or moderate/high risk. This very brief tool quickly screens those people placed on supervision for whom additional assessment is not necessary and refers the rest to the full community supervision assessment.

---

Screening tools have often been used in response to supervision agency capacity limitations. Where agencies use risk screening tools to quickly and efficiently identify individuals who score low risk and can be assigned to minimal supervision caseloads, the agency should use a similar development and validation process for both the full assessment and screener. Factors such as underlying offense and availability of trailer assessments should be considered when determining how and when to use screeners. Screeners should only be used to inform initial supervision categorization (e.g., contact frequency or supervision intensity) but the full assessment should inform the case plan (e.g., treatment/need-based referrals).

**Standard 3.5**

*Agencies should consider adoption of specialized risk and needs assessments when assessing specific populations on community supervision for whom generic risk and needs assessments have proven less accurate. Specialized assessments and resulting specialized caseloads are recommended for women and individuals convicted of certain crimes including sex offenses, intimate partner violence/domestic violence, driving under the influence, and violent crimes. Agencies should also consider the adoption and use of supplemental assessment tools to assist in developing individualized case plans.*

**Commentary:** Some evidence is available to support the effectiveness of specialized assessments and caseloads for specific populations. For example, people with mental health diagnoses and those charged with domestic violence offenses have been shown to have lower rates of re-arrest and technical violations when supervised on a specialized rather than a traditional caseload. Assessment tools validated for specific populations are needed to identify appropriate risk and needs levels. To deliver more effective outcomes, however, specialized caseloads should be used as a tool for programming and treatment, not as a means of mere surveillance.

---

For example, gender-specific RNAs have been shown to be valuable. The Women's Risk and Needs Assessment (WRNA) not only measures women's specific criminogenic needs, but also their strengths to drive a comprehensive, holistic case-plan designed to inform their gender- and trauma-responsive treatment and supervision. Critical to these tools having distinct value is the availability of programming or resources that are also gender-specific and responsive to assessment recommendations. Some research exists to support the premise that gender-informed interventions are significantly more likely to be associated with reductions in recidivism than gender-neutral interventions. These findings support recent research indicating that women and girls are more likely to respond well to gender-informed approaches if their backgrounds and pathways to offending are associated with issues related to gender. Identifying gender-specific needs is the first step, but an agency’s access and connection to gender-responsive services should be considered as well.


Additionally, research on DWI recidivism has established that its causal factors are a combination of alcoholism or substance use and a risky decision-making process associated with high risk drivers—individuals who lack appropriate levels of restraint or self-control to resist the
impulsivity of driving impaired. The APPA developed the Impaired Driving Assessment, an instrument that can increase the probability of identifying an individual’s risk of engaging in future conduct of impaired driving, and to help determine the most effective community supervision to reduce such risk.

Supplemental assessment tools for specific populations on community supervision can aid the CSO in identifying additional factors beyond risk and needs factors. Examples of supplemental tools include those for assessing mental health issues, trauma, substance use, specific responsivity factors, treatment readiness, criminal thinking, Stages of Change, strengths and protective factors. Other approaches to supplemental assessments include “trailers” which are used in addition to the initial RNA. Trailers are designed for specialized populations and improve an assessment’s guidance around service allocation.

Standard 3.6

Agencies should have policies, procedures, and established practices in place to ensure that the assessment process identifies and addresses specific responsivity factors that have an impact on an individual’s responsiveness to supervision, interventions, services, and treatment.

Commentary: Specific responsivity factors that contribute to an individual’s outcomes on supervision and ability to comply with conditions include strengths, level of motivation, preferences, personality, age, gender, ethnicity, cultural identification, racial and ethnic identification, trauma, mental health, physical health, learning styles, cognitive abilities, developmental stages, reading comprehension, change readiness, and treatment readiness.

---


robust needs assessment should include questions that elicit information about variables that might cause obstacles to supervision success. CSOs can also learn more about responsivity factors through conversations with the individual about how he/she plans to navigate supervision. It follows that a robust needs assessment identifying potential barriers to compliance is only as effective as an agency’s response to these barriers. Therefore, referrals to high-quality service providers are critical to supervision compliance. This work might involve having resources translated in multiple languages and having partnerships with culturally competent providers that address responsivity factors. Agencies should create policies that recognize the value of addressing responsivity factors in the case plan; trainings for identifying responsivity factors might involve suggested discussion questions and methods to document these responsivity factors.

Assessment Process

Standard 3.7

Agencies should develop and implement written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically assessing all incoming people on community supervision, which includes a timeframe for assessment completion and submission to supervisors.

Commentary: Because the completed assessment is used to inform the case plan, agencies should determine a timeframe within which an RNA must take place before the creation of a case plan. There should be clear guidance on what standard assessments should be applied to all supervisees and what underlying crimes or conditions might trigger additional assessments. Establishing guidelines for risk assessment in policy helps standardize decision-making and improves consistency of supervision decisions.55 Supervisors should receive and review all risk assessments to ensure completeness and timeliness, fidelity, and consistency across the agency.

---

Standard 3.8

The initial assessment should include administration of the risk and needs assessment, any supplemental assessments as needed, and development of a supervision case plan that addresses the level of supervision with a proposed supervision contact schedule, indicating the frequency and types of contacts for the initial period of supervision.

Commentary: Case planning involves developing a set of goals and benchmarks in collaboration with supervised individuals to address their needs as identified by a validated RNA. Successful case plans set specific, measurable objectives and encourage people to take ownership of their goals and the strategies for achieving them. Research shows that building case plans on the findings of validated RNA tools is a critical component of supervision success.\(^56\)\(^57\) Using RNAs in the case planning process also helps CSOs to focus more intensive case management in areas where an individual is at a higher risk.\(^58\) Please refer to Standard 8, Case Planning, for additional information about using RNAs for case plan development. Regardless of risk level, contact standards should emphasize meaningful contacts whether these are happening in the office, in the field, or at the individual’s home. Agencies should provide guidance on what skills (e.g., basic life skills such as meal prep, budgeting, cleaning, cognitive behavioral skills or coping mechanisms) can be developed across different types of contacts depending on the environment.

Identifying each person’s strengths, as well as potential triggers that can lead to criminal behavior, can help shape an effective plan that lays out achievable goals and a path to meet them.\(^59\) Additionally, depending on each jurisdiction’s referral processes, early RNAs can help

---


CSOs to identify individuals on supervision for targeted programming, including those offered through problem-solving courts such as drug treatment or mental health courts.  

**Standard 3.9**

Where the CSO makes recommendations that differ from the standard supervision recommendations based on the risk and needs assessment score, the CSO should submit reasons in support of the override to the supervisor for review and approval. Agencies should develop policies for reviewing and approving risk and needs assessment overrides to limit their use.

**Commentary:** Some clinical professionals and correctional staff have contended that the actuarial risk assessment process diminishes their expertise, advocating for the use of overrides (using professional judgment to override an RNA score) to account for factors that the RNA process does not consider. Overides are defined as “decisions by evaluators to assign a different risk level than that indicated by an actuarial prediction tool.” This discretion, known as a clinical override, grants decision-makers the possibility to reconsider an individual’s actuarial risk category in an upward or downward fashion. Perhaps the most well-researched aspect of overrides is the use of overrides to increase risk levels. Studies have largely confirmed that most overrides are used to raise rather than lower risk levels.

Overuse or inappropriate use of overrides tends to reduce the ability of the RNA to predict risk, which is the primary reason for using an RNA. It is important to “avoid adjusting actuarial risk

---


estimates based on variables similar to those already considered in the development of the actuarial tool,” such as a person’s criminal history or the seriousness of their offense. Because this information is already included in the RNA, overriding a person’s risk classification because of their criminal history or offense seriousness double-counts that information and degrades the accuracy and reliability of the RNA result. Therefore, overrides should be used sparingly and must be justified and approved by a supervisor. Researchers have recommended that overrides be used in less than 5% of the cases and no more than 10% of cases.

For these reasons, tracking the rationales for proposed overrides is critical. This permits CSOs and supervisors to discuss the accuracy of scoring, reasoning behind decisions, how overrides affect the probability of reoffending (i.e., risk principle), and, if the override results in a higher risk classification, how this will be addressed in supervision. In this manner, both officer and supervisor can determine whether there is consensus on the appropriateness of the override and broaden their understanding and application of RNR principles.

RNA developers must perform a balancing act when considering ways to develop risk tools that allow for more clinically-informed assessment results and risk management interventions, which might incorporate more officer experience. Developing a risk management intervention includes scoring of an RNA as part of a more extensive process, including identifying ways to mitigate risk, which may require officer discretion. All of these considerations should therefore

be documented for review by supervisors when considering an override. Generally, overrides are not more predictive than the original assessment results and should be the exception.

**Standard 3.10**

The CSO should present and discuss the results of the assessments (including the top assessed criminogenic need areas, strengths, and other relevant factors), the requirements of the court or releasing authority order, and the supervision case plan with the individual on supervision.

**Commentary:** Individuals on supervision will only be able to understand and comply with conditions of supervision and case plan goals if they understand how the assessment fits into their supervision and is impacting action steps within their case plan. Officers should discuss the results of the assessment in plain language, explaining how assessments are used in making decisions about supervision levels and treatment/service referrals. As will be discussed in further detail in **Standard 8**, Case Planning, decisions about how the assessment impacts case plan priorities should be shared between the individual on supervision and CSO.

This facilitated discussion-based process is known as providing normative feedback. Normative feedback is designed to help individuals on supervision realize their problematic behaviors as compared to the general population and to challenge the normalization of problematic behaviors. Studies on personalized normative feedback indicate that the practice is effective in addressing addictive behaviors. The goals of normative feedback are to facilitate individual

---


self-awareness, increase motivation to change and treatment readiness, and provide a focus on effective targeted interventions during community supervision.

Discussing the results of an RNA with an individual on supervision emphasizes the importance of the working alliance. Some community corrections agencies have adopted approaches used in therapy to improve how people receive treatment and build relationships. This strategy, referred to broadly as the therapeutic or working alliance, provides guidance to both the individual on supervision and CSO on how individuals best receive and learn from therapy and programming. The basic premise is that mutual respect, collaboration, and attachment between supervising officer and individual are important catalysts for behavior change.

---


IV. Transition to the Community/Pre-Release

INTRODUCTION

The transition from incarceration in jail or prison to life in the community is challenging on many levels. Community supervision agencies and staff should develop policies, practices, and support systems, including relationships with correctional facilities and other governmental and private agencies, to facilitate the successful transition of incarcerated individuals to the community. While the majority of these Standards apply to individuals incarcerated in state correctional facilities who are released on parole, they also apply to individuals who may be serving time in jail or other facilities (e.g., prerelease or work release centers) as a condition of a community supervision sentence.

Standard 4.1

Agencies should develop and implement written policies, procedures, and established practices to support the transition of incarcerated individuals to life in the community.

Commentary: In addition to establishing connections to community providers, once the person is released from custody, supervision agencies should have policies in place that streamline the information flow between correctional facilities and the supervision agency or parole board to ensure continuity of care. Policies should explicitly address what types of information are needed to make appropriate referrals, while abiding by HIPAA and other privacy concerns. These policies should address the role of institutional probation parole specialists (IPPOs) or case managers who work with individuals while they are still in custody and preparing to be released; some jurisdictions will have these staffing roles within correctional facilities to enhance communication and improve reentry planning.
Standard 4.2

Preparation for reentry should include assistance in addressing any need that will support successful supervision and reintegration into the community, with a particular focus on stability factors such as housing and employment.

Commentary: People leaving carceral settings present myriad needs that, if left unaddressed, can negatively impact supervision compliance. Some of the needs or services supervision agencies can assist the person with include locating housing, identifying job opportunities, connecting to behavioral health resources, developing a resume and learning interviewing skills, debt counseling and developing or resuming healthy family relationships. Several of these needs, when addressed by supervision agency engagement and community providers, show improved outcomes for supervision and reentry success. Many of these referral connections require navigating administrative processes like securing identification, enrolling in benefits to be able to afford certain services, and might require budgeting guidance or some level of financial literacy. Reentry plans should also consider different responsivity factors including mental health status and circumstances that might present barriers to supervision such as childcare responsibilities, access to transportation, or language limitations.

Standard 4.3

The CSO should develop an individualized reentry plan that takes into account the individualized programming the individual received while incarcerated, as well as the skills acquired.

Commentary: As discussed in the Standard 3 Assessment and throughout this document, a reentry plan and supervision mandates should be tailored to the individual, both regarding what programming and services they have already engaged in while incarcerated and what might be

impactful when in the community. It is often difficult to provide individualized plans given that many jurisdictions do not have the staffing, funding, or ability to support this approach. While there are capacity issues when crafting individualized reentry plans, research suggests it is crucial to focus on cognitive and behavioral skills, substance use, mental and physical health, and issues surrounding housing, employment, and family bonds as individuals reintegrate into their communities and families.  

Standard 4.4

In developing the reentry plan, the CSO should involve any agency that provides a service to the individual in the community and, with the individual’s permission, should include family involvement.

Commentary: Often conditions of supervision will involve mandated behavioral or substance use treatment, such that service providers are responsible for treatment of individuals and reporting to the court or Parole Board, in parallel with supervision agencies. CSOs should coordinate with other providers including programs that supplement drug testing, therapy, programming, community service, or any other referral sources related to the person’s reentry. Where the individual has prosocial support through family, friends, or other community members, the CSO should discuss with the individual on supervision whether and how to include others as part of the reentry planning process. Who the individual considers “family” and support network should be inclusive and defined broadly so “supports” are not limited to immediate family or blood relatives. This could include sponsors for someone in treatment, family members or friends helping with childcare, colleagues assisting the individual with transportation, or anyone supporting the individual’s success on supervision. The CSO should balance including other individuals in discussions against HIPAA protections for the individual on supervision.

Treatment Planning and Release Materials

Standard 4.5

Individuals being released to community supervision should be provided a written health care discharge plan that identifies medical and mental health services available to the individual in the community.

Commentary: Individuals incarcerated in jails and prisons are more likely than the general population to experience chronic medical conditions, infectious diseases, disability, mental illness, and substance use. Based on the greater medical needs of the incarcerated population, agencies should prioritize continuity of care for individuals releasing from incarceration to supervision. Governmental authorities should implement policies that allow government benefits, including health benefits, to be restored to individuals immediately upon release. In April 2023, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released guidance encouraging states to apply for a new Section 1115 demonstration opportunity to test transition-related strategies to support community reentry for people who are incarcerated. This demonstration allows states a partial waiver of the “inmate exclusion” policy, which prohibits Medicaid from paying for services provided during incarceration. Supervision agencies should therefore coordinate with other reentry service providers to identify opportunities for prerelease benefits planning to ensure continued care coverage. Where Medicaid, Medicare, or Veterans Affairs benefits are not immediately available upon release, CSOs should work with the individual to reapply for these benefits as part of their case plan.


A reentry plan should include information about the medical care provided within facilities and any follow-up care, as well as referrals or recommended treatment. The medical, dental, and behavioral health information shared in the plan should be limited to the information necessary to ensure continuity of care in the community. CSOs should coordinate with correctional facility staff to finalize any signed releases of information for medical and behavioral health care information so institutional records can be shared with in-community health care to promote continuity. Incorporating medical and mental health needs into transition planning can also improve reentry outcomes. SAMHSA identifies medication and prescription access, benefits, and health care coverage at or immediately following release as key elements during reentry.\(^2\)

To support the continuity of care, the supervising agency should identify and arrange for community-based health care services, including substance use treatment and mental health treatment. The agency should ensure that all health care treatment and medications provided to the individual during the term of imprisonment will continue uninterrupted, including the following, if necessary:

- Facilitating the acquisition of prescription medication or medical equipment for a brief period reasonably necessary to obtain access to health care services in the community.
- Coordinating initial medically necessary transportation from the correctional facility to a community health care facility for continuing treatment.
- Otherwise addressing the individual’s serious immediate post-release health care needs.

Overall, supervision agencies and correctional facilities should determine what types of information is necessary to share with which service providers to balance privacy with impactful continuity of care.

Standard 4.6

Agencies should ensure that upon release, each individual confined for more than three months possesses or is provided with photographic identification and resources to meet their immediate needs.

Commentary: The resources provided to each confined individual at release should include: photo identification (ID); clothing appropriate for the season; a voter registration card or general instructions on how to register to vote, if eligible to vote upon release; and sufficient cash or its equivalent (debit card) necessary for maintenance during a brief period immediately following release.

A photo ID is a key component of a releasing individual’s ability to access publicly funded benefits such as Medicaid and food assistance, gain employment, enter behavioral health treatment, and secure housing. Roughly 20 states have statutory protections to help releasing individuals get identification. The entity responsible for providing photo IDs at release also varies across states, ranging from jails and prisons to mobile identification teams; these entities connect with people coming from facilities across different timelines prior to release. Based on the state’s legal requirements, timelines, and responsible entity, the supervision agency should support individuals on supervision to access permanent or temporary photo ID prior to or immediately following release. This support should include providing funds or waivers to cover any photo ID fees.

Each supervision agency should research its state’s laws about restoring the voting rights of individuals with convictions and individuals on probation or parole. The supervision agency’s practices about supporting the voting rights of individuals on supervision should both enfranchise

---

eligible voters and protect against the accidental registration of those who are not eligible to vote.

**Standard 4.7**

**CSOs should provide each individual being released to the community with specific information about when and how to contact any agency having supervisory responsibility for the person in the community.**

**Commentary:** Giving individuals on supervision specific guidance about their responsibilities for contacting their CSO can improve compliance, decrease technical violations, and reduce recidivism. The initial weeks on supervision are critical to an individual’s success. Individuals on parole are most likely to reoffend during the first few weeks after release, and those on probation are most likely to reoffend during the first 10-18 months. Clearly communicated and complete information about initial appointments and requirements can increase a releasing individual’s likelihood of attending initial appointments and receiving supervision and support during the high-risk period immediately following release. This can be done through group orientation presentations outlining supervision expectations, introduction to supervision pamphlets, or text message reminders at the start of supervision to get individuals accustomed to the supervision schedule.

**Safe Release**

**Standard 4.8**

**Agencies should work with correctional facilities to plan, whenever possible, for releases from the correctional facility at a reasonable time of day. Where possible, collaboration between supervision agencies and service providers should ensure individuals are provided**
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transportation to an appropriate and reasonable destination and be given contact information for all relevant community service providers.

Commentary: Releasing individuals from incarceration at a reasonable time of day is critical to their safety and their ability to access reentry services. Many reentry resources that support emergency sheltering and housing, access to emergency medical and mental health treatment, and intake into substance use programming are only open during regular working hours. When individuals leave a correctional facility overnight, they may be released into a dangerous area or situation without the contacts or resources to access a safe place. Many correctional facilities are located in places without easy access to public transportation, particularly overnight. The individual’s safety may be further compromised if the after-hours release is during a cold winter or in the context of other inclement weather. When releasing individuals struggling with substance use, the days immediately following release are particularly high risk. A study conducted in Oregon found that people releasing from prison faced on overdose risk 10 times higher that of the general population, with particularly high opioid overdose rates the first two weeks after release.85 Releases during regular working hours, coupled with transportation support or contact information for community providers, can keep individuals being released safe and facilitate speedy connection to emergency resources and treatment.

Standard 4.9

Agencies should provide funds for and encourage the use of community residential centers, prerelease programs, and housing opportunities for crisis situations where individuals on community supervision may need temporary housing.

**Commentary:** Housing is critical to an individual on supervision’s ability to comply with supervision requirements, engage in treatment, and secure employment. CSOs can play an important role in supporting connections to housing for individuals coming from any custodial setting, as well as those in crisis situations. The Urban Institute conducted a study of individuals on parole supervision in Cleveland, Ohio and found that connection to housing within the first month post-release was critical to reducing recidivism. In other studies, researchers found that the impact of stable housing is particularly strong for relatively low-risk people and for relatively low-severity offenses (i.e., property crimes, minor crimes, and revocations).

Where appropriate, CSOs can assist individuals in identifying and applying for any housing assistance for which they might be eligible, such as low-income vouchers or other rental assistance set aside for specific populations. Supervision agencies can collaborate with the following resources:

- Their local Continuum of Care, the regional planning body that coordinates local responses to homelessness and connections to housing resources.
- Individual landlords or landlord associations to provide information about support the individual on supervision has through their CSO and programming.

For more information on housing for individuals on supervision, a resource produced by the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) and the Council of State Governments (CSG) provides further guidance to supervision agencies and CSOs on prioritizing housing for individuals on their caseloads.

---


V. Supervision Practices

INTRODUCTION

Although many specifics will vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, community supervision agencies should develop supervision practices based on a few fundamental principles as detailed in the Standards below. First and foremost, RNAs should drive supervision decisions; caseload design and distribution should be evidence-based. Supervision agencies should also provide their CSOs with structured guidance regarding important topics such as different types of contact visits, specialized caseloads, and early discharge eligibility. Finally, supervision agencies should develop policies about protection of information and compensation for victims of crime.

Caseload Organization and Structure

Standard 5.1

Agencies should develop and implement a caseload structure driven primarily by the results of the risk and needs assessment process. Active supervision, which includes regular reporting to a CSO, should be provided to individuals with moderate- and high-risk scores.

Commentary: Research has consistently shown that supervision and treatment interventions are most impactful when focused on individuals with moderate to high risk scores. Supervision resources, including financial and human capital, should be targeted to high-risk cases. Supervision agencies should make caseload structure decisions in accordance with the RNR framework, and align services and supervision to an individual’s risk and need level. As detailed above under Standard 3 Assessment, individuals on supervision should be continually reassessed to account for changes in dynamic factors and supervision resources should be continually

---


reprioritized to account for changes in assessment scores, with more intensive supervision reserved for those assessed as moderate to high risk.

**Standard 5.2**

*Agencies should establish separate caseloads for individuals who have low scores on the risk and needs assessment. Supervision in this category should be minimal, allowing for more resources to be spent on moderate- and high-risk individuals on supervision.*

**Commentary:** The research has also shown that those with low risk scores should be supervised using less intensive means and are likely to succeed on community supervision with minimal interaction with CSOs. Supervision agencies can focus supervision resources on higher-risk individuals by assigning fewer officers to low-risk individuals, without any negative repercussions for public safety. Less frequent CSO contact for low-risk individuals does not lead to increased volume or seriousness of criminal activity. In fact, the research has shown that over-supervising or involving low-risk individuals in treatment or programming can increase failure rates on community supervision. Supervision agencies can consider using technological alternatives to replace regular supervision meetings, such as telephone monitoring. A study conducted in New York City found that an automated call reporting system for lower-risk individuals was an efficient supervision tool, producing superior results in reducing recidivism and improving compliance. However, research shows that supervision agencies should be intentional in the implementation

---


of technology-based supervision strategies to ensure that CSOs are utilizing these tools in alignment with a validated RNA tool and still addressing needs even for low-risk individuals.94

**Geographic Assignment**

**Standard 5.3**

Agencies should organize supervision caseloads geographically to promote efficiency, with considerations involving resource allocation, resource distribution, and knowledge of community-based services.

**Commentary:** Case assignment decisions should consider variables including designated officer distribution across caseloads, resource allocation, and caseload types. CSO teams should be designated and assigned to certain geographic regions, with attention towards risk and need levels and responsivity factors. Designated officers should supervise as many individuals on supervision as possible in a certain geographic area to save other officers long travel times for field visits. Offices can also consider forming teams of officers that serve a given geographic area and report out updates to one another to provide additional flexibility and distribute the travel for field visits.

Geographic assignment increases efficiency, as the CSO has a limited area in which to travel, reducing travel time and expenses. It also enables the CSO to get to know the area better, with implications for staff safety, as well as obtaining more specific knowledge of local community organizations and resources, court teams, treatment and service providers, employers, and others. This knowledge increases the CSO’s effectiveness in connecting people on their caseload to relevant resources. By locating CSOs close to where individuals on supervision are living when

---

possible, supervision agencies can also help individuals to comply with supervision conditions by reducing the travel required for reporting.95

**Specialized Caseloads**

**Standard 5.4**

Agencies should review the composition of their total caseload to determine whether the number of individuals on supervision with common profiles or offense types is sufficient to support grouping them into specialized caseloads.

**Commentary:** Specialized caseloads are commonly established for individuals sentenced for certain types of offenses (e.g., sex offenses, intimate partner or domestic violence, or other violent crimes). Alternatively, caseloads might be organized by profiles (e.g., individuals involved in gang activity, people struggling with substance use, women, veterans) or by specialized needs, including those with behavioral health diagnoses. Specialized caseloads typically feature smaller caseload sizes to enable closer supervision, targeted evidence-based interventions and services, specialized training for the CSOs, and increased collaboration with treatment providers and clinicians. Research indicates that when specialized caseloads are in place, supervision agencies typically see fewer arrests, fewer days in jail for people after supervision placement, and cost savings due to reduced recidivism and reduced use of emergency services and inpatient and residential services.96 Research has shown that specialized caseloads are more effective with

---


people with mental health diagnoses. Assignments of CSOs to specialized caseloads should generally be on a volunteer basis or connected to officers’ training and related experiences with specialized populations.

Most recently, there has been research on the efficacy of mental health-focused caseloads. This research outlines 1) supervision agencies’ mental health screening and identification methods; 2) characteristics of mental health caseloads, including eligibility criteria, officer selection, required training, and interfacing with service providers; and 3) other strategies agencies use to supervise people with mental illnesses beyond mental health caseloads. One effective strategy highlighted was the practice of co-locating mental health treatment within the supervision setting for faster screening, referrals, and assessments. Another practice highlighted involved multidisciplinary case staffing meetings where behavioral health providers join regular supervision staffing meetings to flag issues or unfolding concerns.

Supervision agencies should weigh their local resources and needs when determining whether to establish specialized caseloads and should define specialized caseloads that are relevant to their populations. Establishing specialized caseloads can be a challenge in smaller agencies where there are not enough individuals on supervision with specialized needs to justify the distinct resources required for specialized caseloads. Also, agencies in rural areas may find that the numbers of cases may be adequate, but their geographic distribution makes the organization of specialized caseloads impractical. Specialized caseloads might require a limited departure from

the geographic assignment standard above, as certain cases would be assigned to a specialized caseload instead of under an officer that is most geographically convenient to the individual. Additionally, even if there are not enough cases to support a separate caseload, there should be recurring trainings available to address specific needs and responsivity factors per population type.

**Standard 5.5**

As soon as possible following sentencing or release from a correctional facility, the CSO should meet with the individual who is starting supervision and explain all terms and conditions of community supervision.

**Commentary:** Without a full understanding of their terms and conditions of supervision, individuals on supervision will struggle to comply. To ensure this understanding, CSOs should review the terms and conditions with the individual on supervision as soon as possible following sentencing or release. This review should be done in person, including a verbal review, as supervision terms and conditions are often lengthy and written in legal language, and may be challenging for individuals on supervision to read and understand, particularly those with lower levels of literacy or limited English language reading comprehension. This conversation should be an interactive experience, with officers practicing active listening and prompting questions the individual might have. The person on community supervision should sign the conditions form, indicating understanding and acknowledgement of the requirements. The CSO should give the person on community supervision a written copy of those terms and conditions as well.

**Supervision Contacts**

**Standard 5.6**

Community supervision is provided through interpersonal contacts between the CSO and the person on community supervision.
Commentary: The purposes of regular meetings between CSOs and persons on community supervision are to check on their overall status, to secure updated information, to assess progress in meeting the objectives of the case plan, to deliver cognitive behavioral interventions that specifically target risk, to respond to instances of noncompliance and if necessary, and revise case plan goals and objectives where circumstances have changed.

Supervision contacts may be in person or via telephone or electronic media such as email or video conferencing. In-person contact may occur in the agency’s office, the individual’s home, place of employment (if discussed with the individual and this will not jeopardize employment), at treatment programs, or in a variety of other places. The type and frequency of supervision contacts should be driven by continual RNR assessments, focusing more on the individual’s needs than risk. Using RNAs, CSOs should balance the benefits of contacts against taking time the individual on supervision would otherwise be able to focus on responsibilities such as work, childcare, and treatment. By tailoring supervision contacts to each individual’s risk and need levels, supervision agencies can also best prioritize limited supervision resources. While formal reassessment will not happen at every contact visit, discussions addressing risk and need factors that impact the case plan should occur. Agencies should refer to the Quality Contacts Standards Form to provide officers guidance on substantive contacts with individuals on supervision and provide feedback to officers.

Standard 5.7

Agencies’ policies should provide that the nature and frequency of supervision contacts are based upon the case plan and responsiveness to treatment and supervision. Agencies should

---


establish minimum contact standards to ensure accountability, but the CSO should develop a tailored contact schedule for each case and have it approved by the supervisor.

Commentary: Historically, community supervision agencies have developed contact standards for each level of supervision, with the frequency and nature of contacts defined and then applied uniformly across all individuals in that level, essentially independent of the supervision strategy and case plan. In an evidence-based model, the content of the contact, rather than frequency, is more important and should drive the nature and frequency of contacts. Contacts should, among other things, be used to facilitate a positive working relationship between the person on community supervision and the CSO. See Standard 6.3 for additional information on the importance of building rapport between CSOs and individuals on supervision. Additionally, the focus of contacts should be on behavioral and cognitive interventions, instead of using meetings as mere compliance checks. For example, officers might use particular resources for certain individuals on supervision to promote behavioral interventions, such as the Brief Intervention to Promote Service Engagement (BIPSE), which aims to enhance the therapeutic relationship between probation officers and persons on probation with serious mental illnesses.105 Tools like the BIPSE focus on engagement, shared decision-making and strategic case management, which will inform frequency and types of contact visits.

At times, the court might give input on frequency of supervision contact within the order of conditions and supervision. Judges should not order more detailed mandates, which are best left to the assigned supervising officer who has reviewed risk level and needs to inform the contact schedule.

---

Collateral Contacts

Standard 5.8

The CSO should complete collateral contacts as needed to secure information about persons on community supervision that is important to the supervision process and to encourage ongoing support in the community.

Commentary: During the intake process, CSOs often ask individuals on supervision for names and phone numbers of additional contacts, which will inform the CSO’s future collateral contacts. Collateral contacts occur when CSOs interact with third parties who are familiar with the individual on supervision, including family members, friends, treatment providers, employers, and law enforcement officers. These third parties are typically people who can confirm a client’s home address, employment, progress in treatment, and other details. They can also include people who provide a prosocial support system for individuals on supervision, and who can help individuals desist from criminal behavior. The insights gained from collateral contacts can aid CSOs in creating effective treatment and intervention plans. Importantly, these conversations can shed light on the strengths of the individual on supervision and the challenges that they face from a trusted source. When a CSO is unable to contact the individual on supervision when conducting a home visit, reaching out to a collateral contact during these visits should be a standard procedure. This ensures that the CSO can gather information from at least one source until they can contact the individual on supervision directly. These contacts may be made in person or electronically. Where the individual on supervision has failed to contact the CSO at the required time, officers should attempt to confirm the individual’s location through

---


conversations with collateral contacts before filing absconding or failure to report violation reports.

**Home Visits**

**Standard 5.9**

Agencies should develop and implement policies governing home visits by CSOs. The policy should define the purpose of home visits, describe how they will be accomplished, and articulate how information obtained during a home visit will be used to focus on behavior change of the person on community supervision.

**Commentary:** Home visits are often viewed as a critical tool for CSOs and have been described as “a means to broker social services and promote rehabilitation efforts while also conducting law enforcement-oriented field work.” Arguably, home visits can help to bolster the officer-supervisee relationship by increasing an individual’s trust in their officer and opening channels of communication that promote a healthier approach to the probation sentence. However, although home visits and other types of field work can take up significant amounts of CSOs’ time, it is unclear how effective these field contacts are at promoting community supervision’s mission of public safety. This may be because field contacts are difficult to study effectively.

While there has been limited research on the efficacy of home visits in particular, some research has indicated that overall field visits did seem to reduce recidivism; however, some findings in specific jurisdictions were inconsistent. For example, in Ohio, unscheduled and scheduled visits were found to be equally effective, while in Minnesota, researchers found that only unscheduled visits led to significant reductions in recidivism. Research has also found that overall, multiple successful field contacts are less effective for low-risk individuals than for very high and high-risk individuals.

---


individuals. While conducting case planning activities during the home visits did not reduce recidivism, the use of other evidence-based practices did have an impact on reducing recidivism.\textsuperscript{110} The study concluded that more research is needed to determine best practices for home visits.

When drafting policies related to home visits, agencies should consider the theoretical basis for home visits\textsuperscript{111} (i.e., whether they are mandated for rehabilitative or therapeutic purposes), the impact on family members living in a shared home, and how frequently home visits are needed based on the person’s risk level and needs.\textsuperscript{112}

**Searches**

**Standard 5.10**

Agencies should develop and implement clearly defined policies and protocols, approved by the court or releasing authority, that govern searches of persons on community supervision and their property.

**Commentary:** Under *Griffin v. Wisconsin* (1987),\textsuperscript{113} probation and parole officers do not need probable cause to search the homes of individuals on supervision, as those individuals are not covered by the safeguards of the Fourth Amendment. Members of the relevant supervision agency also have the legal authority to search an individual’s person and property and obtain any contraband, abiding by chain of custody requirements. Agency policies should require the CSO to document the reasons for conducting such a search, conduct all searches in a lawful and reasonable manner, and document the results of the searches. Policies should also make clear


that searches should not be extended to other people who may be residing with or are otherwise closely associated with the individual on supervision, except for reasons of officer safety. Searches in a home should be limited to places the individual on supervision has shared access, but not areas for which a cohabitant has exclusive access. Additionally, policies should authorize CSOs to conduct limited (“pat-down”) searches of other people who are present, specifically to search for weapons, if the circumstances reasonably require it. This is to ensure the safety of all parties involved.

Typically searches will occur in the following circumstances:

- The CSO has reasonable suspicion to believe that the individual is in violation of the conditions of supervision and that the search will produce evidence of the suspected violation; or
- The court/Parole Board has ordered, as a special condition of supervision, that the individual submit to a warrantless search by the CSO; or
- The CSO has obtained a valid written consent to search from the individual; or
- The court has authorized a search order.

Additionally, so long as the CSO is legally on the premises and contraband or other evidence of crime is within the plain sight of the CSO, the CSO has the right to seize the evidence and use this as part of a report of violation. For additional guidance, agencies should review APPA’s sample search and seizure policy for supervision agencies.¹¹⁴

Digital Technology-Based Supervision

Standard 5.11

Agencies should develop and implement policies and practices governing the use of technology-based and/or electronic tools for supervision.

Commentary: The COVID-19 pandemic greatly accelerated experimentation and use of a wide variety of communications technologies. While these methods have greatly increased the ability of CSOs to communicate with the individuals on their caseloads, it is important to ensure that they are used as a supplement to in-person supervision rather than a replacement for it. Technology-based resources to support supervision might include text messaging, email, video, social media, and reporting kiosks. For some low-risk populations, technology-based contacts might provide sufficient communication. The agency’s policy for using these tools should address appropriate applications, exclusions, target populations, ethics, and privacy concerns.

Early Discharge

Standard 5.12

Agencies, in collaboration with the court or releasing authority, should develop a policy to govern early discharge from community supervision.

Commentary: As of 2020, forty states had laws allowing judges to discharge individuals from supervision before their scheduled end date, and sixteen states allowed individuals to accumulate earned time credits based on good behavior on supervision.115 Accordingly, community supervision agencies should develop policies that fit their state’s statutory eligibility requirements for early discharge or earned time, in consultation with other decision-makers within the justice system. Reviewing the early discharge policy, the CSO should determine that

the person on community supervision has complied with the conditions of supervision and has met the goals of the case plan. The application for early discharge must be approved by the supervisor and agency head before submission to the court or releasing authority for consideration. Early discharge is often dependent on having statutory authority to take such action but can also be built into community supervision policy. The possibility of receiving an early discharge is one of the stronger motivators for individuals on community supervision to comply with the conditions and work to complete the case plan objectives in a timely manner.116

Jurisdictions have seen success with early discharge policies coupled with earned compliance. For example, in Missouri, the Urban Institute and the Crime and Justice Institute compared people who received early discharge through earned compliance credits with those discharged from supervision before the state had implemented the early discharge policy. The report found no increase in recidivism for people who earned early discharges.117 In fact, in the six years following the policy’s implementation, Missouri’s supervision populations (both probation and parole) declined by 30%—and the terms of those who received earned compliance credits and successfully completed supervision were cut on average by more than a year.118,119 Researchers studying New York City probation also found that people who were discharged early from probation, regardless of their underlying charges, had lower rates of recidivism than people who served full terms of supervision.120

---

Standard 5.13

Agencies should develop policies and training to ensure that CSOs exercise care in their conversations with individuals on community supervision to avoid influencing their political, religious, or legal decisions and should avoid inquiry into matters unrelated to their supervision.

Commentary: Officers should keep their relationships and all conversations with the individuals on community supervision on a professional level. While it is not always clear what information might impact the individual’s ability to comply with supervision mandates, CSOs should stay focused on requesting information and having conversations tied to behavior change, as opposed to current events that involve political or religious decisions. One example of an agency providing guidance to their officers on this subject comes from the Illinois Probation and Court Services Association, which outlines some guidance about setting boundaries and role clarification in their Code of Ethics. Agencies might include boundary-setting guidance within training through role-play scenarios, where topics outside the scope of supervision arise and officers can practice how to respectfully guide the conversation.

Documentation of Supervision

Standard 5.14

CSOs should maintain accurate records of the progress for each person on community supervision.

Commentary: Case notes are essential to the effectiveness of community supervision. Given the importance of having accurate and current information available at all times, any supervision case notes should be entered before the end of the business day on which the contact occurred or, at a minimum, within 24 hours of the contact. Although it can be time-consuming to maintain

these records, writing timely and accurate case notes will help CSOs maintain a record of the individual’s progress towards the goals identified in their case plan. A contemporaneous record of the individual’s behavior may also be valuable information in the event of future legal proceedings or where the case is transitioned to a new CSO. Agencies should think through guidance for documenting case notes especially as they relate to field visits, where access to laptops or other note-taking tools might be limited.

**Cooperation with Law Enforcement**

**Standard 5.15**

*Agencies should establish and maintain effective communications with law enforcement for the exchange of information as deemed appropriate by the agency.*

**Commentary:** Partnerships between police and community corrections agencies create opportunities that can be beneficial for both organizations. Policing agencies can better ensure public safety through frequent communication with civilians, community organizations, and community corrections agencies. Similarly, individuals on supervision benefit from strong relationships among agencies that respond to crises in the community and create a continuum of care, where supervision officers have relevant information that might encourage diversion from arrests where mental health crises or substance use incidents bring the person in contact with law enforcement. Continuous communication and information sharing between agencies aids in deterring crime. Care must be taken to follow any limitations on information disclosure that may exist by statute, administrative regulations, rules, or the policy of the court or releasing authority. Written policy and procedure should provide that the confidentiality of the individual’s community supervision status is maintained. Supervision services are available 24 hours a day only in instances where CSOs are on-call; therefore, collaboration with law enforcement out in the field allows law enforcement officers to respond more quickly where there is noncompliance.

---

with supervision conditions. Additionally, some jurisdictions’ supervision agencies and law enforcement have partnered to address specific challenges. In Harris County, Texas, for example, the Community Supervision and Corrections Department developed a Domestic Violence Specialized Caseload; officers work in collaboration with community agencies and law enforcement to provide case management and better responses to family violence issues.¹²³

**Victim Services and Notification**

**Standard 5.16**

*Agencies should have a written policy that addresses the responsibilities of the supervision agency in relation to victims and survivors.*

**Commentary:** The terms ‘victim’ or ‘survivor’ more broadly describe an individual who has been subjected to a crime, including domestic or intimate partner violence, robbery, assault, theft (including identify theft), sex crimes, crimes involving vehicular assault and others. Accordingly, a victim or survivor is an individual experiencing harm and/or injury either by verbal threat, physical and/or psychological means. Victims may also experience economic loss or a violation of fundamental human rights. Victims can be individuals, collective groups, community, or business entities. It is equally important to recognize that both the term victim and survivor are relevant. Victims of crime living and working in communities should be viewed as survivors and encouraged to continue their healing process. Survivors also include family members of individuals experiencing the physical harm (i.e., in the case where a death occurs).

The way supervision agencies engage victims and survivors through verbal and written communications is essential to restoring a sense of safety and well-being. Initial communication from the agency should acknowledge the loss and the supervision agency’s role in providing
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information, assistance, and referral to services. Supervision agencies might include restorative justice principles within officer training as a resource for engaging victims and survivors.\textsuperscript{124}

Every community supervision agency should have a written policy to address the agency’s stance on victim contact and safety. It is the responsibility of CSOs to help ensure public safety, facilitate the process of behavioral change through intervention and treatment, and enforce accountability for noncompliance. It is also expected that CSOs support measures and safeguards that keep victims safe from further harm and provide a mechanism to help financially compensate victims when appropriate, often through restitution amounts determined through the pre-sentence interview and/or victim impact statements considered at the time of sentencing.

Victims have a right to be notified when an individual is sentenced to any form of community supervision and in the event of subsequent post-sentence hearings, including early termination and revocation decisions.\textsuperscript{125} It is not the role of CSOs to provide counseling or treatment to victims of crime; however, CSOs should be well trained to provide victims with accurate information about the supervision process and appropriate resources for support. CSO communications should acknowledge the loss of the victim/survivor and the agency’s role, where applicable, in assisting victims through the preparation and submission of victim impact letters or determinations of financial loss and subsequent restitution collection.

In general, community supervision agencies should empower victims of crime to share appropriate concerns about continued incidents of unwanted contact or harm during the supervision term. Agency guidance should make clear how to balance policy requirements with limitations on the release of private information concerning the individual on supervision. Community supervision agencies should be receptive to requests from victims seeking an


understanding of general supervision requirements and expectations. While citizens contacting a community supervision agency may share whatever information they deem relevant, the community supervision agency has limitations regarding information that may be released. This communication should be conducted with sensitivity to each victim’s experience and professional alignment with agency policies for confidentiality and the release of information. Likewise, agencies need to be familiar with the laws that govern the protection of victims’ identities or other contact information. Agencies should have a policy directing no victim contact information (e.g., phone number, address, email address.) shall be documented within the official case record, especially for domestic/intimate partner violence cases. To contribute to victim confidentiality and safety, victim contact information should be stored separately, as the case record may be accessible to the individual on supervision.

In general, CSO communication with a victim of a crime should include information about the following:

- Acknowledgment of injury or loss
- How to connect with victim services or local advocates/organizations to help them with education and resources
- Action steps and resources for safety planning
- Local police safety zones for child custody drop-off or related issues
- Information about batterers’ intervention treatment services and expectations of those participating, if appropriate
- General information about obtaining protective order; and,
- Process for contacting police to report a crime.

CSOs directly responsible for supervising an individual who has demonstrated violent conduct may experience direct contact with a victim during the course of supervision. The CSO should be knowledgeable about the following issues:
- The victim’s experience (level of victimization cause by the incident);
- Facts of the arrest incident;
- History of calls to police and system interaction involving the victim’s household that involve the person on supervision;
- History/status of protective orders;
- Child visitation/support orders;
- Family members residing in the immediate household or those impacted by the violence (particularly minor children);
- Civil orders/requirements involving the Department of Child Welfare/social services/schools; and,
- Personal safety planning.

One resource related to navigating domestic or intimate partner violent cases is the Coordinated Community Response (CCR) model designed to create a systems approach for addressing effective responses to domestic violence. Generally, these models are spearheaded by victim service agencies and involve stakeholder representation that touches all aspects of the criminal justice system, such as police, magistrates, judges, prosecutors, victim advocates, victim services, probation/parole, court services, batterer intervention/treatment services, behavioral health and social service agencies, schools, and hospitals. Although not available in every area, CCRs are a mechanism for system cooperation and collaboration. CCRs improve workflow processes, address gaps in services, and help to alleviate the duplication of services. CCRs also factor in the overall impact on the family, minor children, and support systems.

Standards 5.17

Agencies’ policies related to victim services and notification should comply with federal guidance.

Commentary: All states, the District of Columbia, and most U.S. territories have statutory or constitutional provisions that enumerate rights and protections for victims of crime. Two key federal laws also address victims’ rights. The Crime Victims’ Rights Act (18 U.S.C § 3771), enacted in 2004, specifies a broad set of rights for victims of federal crimes and authorizes federal funding for programs to assist victims in asserting, accessing and enforcing those rights. The Victims of Crimes Act (42 U.S. Code Chapter 112), enacted in 1984, authorizes crime victim compensation and assistance to victims of federal and state crimes. These federal and state provisions generally articulate the following rights of victims throughout the criminal justice process: 1) to be informed of proceedings and events, (2) to attend proceedings and be heard, #3) to have proceedings conducted free from unreasonable delay, (4) to have privacy and protection from intimidation and harassment, (5) to receive restitution from the perpetrator, (6) to apply for crime victim compensation, and (7) enforcement of these rights and access to other available remedies. The Office for Victims of Crime supports an extensive searchable database (VictimLaw) of federal and state victims’ rights statutes, tribal laws, constitutional amendments, court rules, administrative code provisions, and case summaries of related court decisions. 127

The victim has the right to reasonable information concerning the individual convicted of the crime. Chief among the rights of victims 128 related to community supervision are:

- The right to reasonable, accurate, and timely notice of any public court proceeding, or any parole proceeding, involving the crime or of any release or escape of the accused;

The right to be reasonably heard at any public proceeding in the district court involving release, plea, sentencing, or any parole proceeding;

The right to full and timely restitution as provided in law; and,

The right to be treated with fairness and with respect for the victim's dignity and privacy.

It is important for the supervising agency and CSOs to be familiar with their state laws that govern victims’ rights and support the safety and well-being of all concerned. Notification of status changes of the supervised individual (e.g., release from custody when starting supervision or after a violation) should be considered and ensured either through personal communication or electronic notification, whenever possible.
VI. Caseload Size

INTRODUCTION

The APPA recognizes that establishing standards for caseload size is a complicated issue, for reasons including variation in risk factors and service needs, variation in court and parole orders, and differences among jurisdictions. However, baseline standards for caseload size are important to guide supervision agencies, policy makers, and funders. Minimum standards developed by the supervision agency are critical to ensure some level of uniformity and appropriate supervision responses to offenses, specifically cases that present a particular risk to public safety such as violent or gun offenses. Supervision agencies should use this Caseload Size Standard to provide their leadership and staff with a framework for determining caseload size that maximizes supervision effectiveness.

Standard 6.1

Agencies should adopt caseload standards to govern the assignment of cases to CSOs and to determine the number of individuals on supervision CSOs will be responsible for supervising.

Commentary: Recent research and scholarship have examined the size of community supervision caseloads and the impact on effectiveness. Simply put, many agencies have too many individuals on supervision without the appropriate corresponding number of CSOs to supervise, which impacts effectiveness. In an analysis of five different studies on the impact of probation caseloads on recidivism, all five studies showed that reductions in caseload size produced lower arrest rates, lower probation violation rates, and fewer average jail days. Additionally, CSOs strained with large caseloads and limited resources may default more frequently to their most punitive
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and cost-intensive option—formal revocation of the supervision sentence, which can result in jail or prison.\textsuperscript{131}

Some probation and parole agencies have had success with the development and deployment of workload models and weighted caseload formula. A key consideration of workload analysis is determining the amount of time officers need to conduct meaningful contacts with persons on supervision. That information can then help agencies determine the caseload size that best enables effective implementation of RNR principles.

**Standard 6.2**

**Caseload standards should be driven by the risk and needs assessment, identifying the level of risk of reoffending and the criminogenic needs requiring intervention, which will inform the time required on cases.**

**Commentary:** The potential benefits of conducting a caseload analysis are supported by research indicating that reduced caseload sizes, in conjunction with implementation of RNR practices, can lower recidivism by increasing the time officers have to provide meaningful interventions.\textsuperscript{132} Supervision agencies should use RNR assessments to distribute CSO resources from low-risk to high-risk individuals. As discussed above in **Standard 5.2**, higher levels of supervision can be harmful to low-risk individuals, such that caseloads that include persons assessed at different risk levels should not be supervised in identical ways. Redistributing caseloads to focus less supervision time on low-risk individuals frees additional time for medium- and high-risk individuals, which can improve outcomes without expanding an agency’s number of CSOs. One study, for example, evaluated the introduction of reduced caseloads—approximately 54 medium-to-high-risk individuals per officer—in an agency with officers who were fully trained in evidence-based


practices. The results showed that recidivism fell by 30% where agencies have redistributed caseloads to ensure smaller caseloads of higher-risk individuals.\textsuperscript{133}

**Standard 6.3**

The recommended standards for adult community supervision caseloads are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Cases-to-Staff Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive</td>
<td>20:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate to High Risk</td>
<td>50:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Risk</td>
<td>200:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>No limit suggested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commentary:** Within the constraints of their available staff and specifics of their jurisdictions’ supervision demands, supervision agencies should make efforts to comply with the cases-to-staff ratio detailed above, while acknowledging these are broad guidelines. The optimal caseload will vary across jurisdictions, based on diversity of needs in the population, the coverage area, the case plan requirements, and available staff and resources. These recommendations should be seen as target ranges and additional research should be conducted to allow for further guidance.

RNA scores based on validated tools should be used to determine whether cases are deemed “moderate to high risk” and “low risk”, for purposes of case-to-staff ratios.

The case types detailed in the cases-to-staff ratio guidelines are defined as follows:

- **Intensive**: Includes individuals determined by the agency to require close monitoring, such as those with a record of sex offenses, interpersonal violence, or other violent offenses, or individuals involved with gangs, as described in the specialized caseloads section.

- **Moderate to high risk**: includes individuals who score in either the moderate or high risk range on a validated RNA.

- **Low risk**: includes individuals who score low risk on a validated RNA. The cases to staff ratio is high for this group, as supervision interventions should be significantly lighter touch than medium- and high-risk individuals. Additionally, low risk supervision may be supplemented by technology tools that can further reduce the workload burden on the responsible CSO; and,

- **Administrative caseload**: includes selected low-risk individuals who have been assessed as appropriate for minimal supervision and may not require contact but stay within the agency system in case there are violations.  

Research has confirmed that moderate to high-risk persons on probation on a 50:1 caseload received significantly more office sessions, field visits, employer contacts, telephone check-ins, and substance use disorder and mental health treatment. As a consequence of receiving more services, individuals also had significantly better probation outcomes, including fewer positive drug tests and other technical violations.
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Another consideration in caseload distribution is the diminishing returns of field contacts as an individual’s risk level decreases. Field visits are labor intensive for CSOs and decrease the number of individuals they can effectively supervise, but research shows that they are not equally impactful for all individuals on supervision, and should be focused on high-risk individuals.

**Supervisor to Officer Ratio**

**Standard 6.4**

A full-time supervisor should supervise six to eight CSOs.

**Commentary:** The role of the supervisor in community supervision is substantially affected by the adoption of evidence-based practices, as supervisors are responsible for much greater substantive involvement and interpersonal engagement with CSOs. This includes review and approval of assessments and case plans, conducting substantive case reviews with CSOs focusing on planning, strategies and techniques, skills, interventions, and outcomes, and providing coaching and performance feedback. It is important for agencies to provide guidance for the size of the supervisor caseloads, which might include the total number of cases being supervised by the supervisor’s CSOs or just the number of CSOs they oversee. These guidelines should be reviewed and adjusted if CSO caseloads exceed the recommended standards.

**Workload Studies**

**Standard 6.5**

Agencies should conduct a time study-based workload analysis to establish weighted workload values for caseloads and better determine staffing needs.
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Commentary: The terms workload and caseload are often used interchangeably and incorrectly. A caseload is the number of individuals assigned to an officer or team for supervision or monitoring. Workload is the total amount of time that the required tasks and activities in a particular caseload generate for the individual officer or team. The discussion of workload only begins with the caseload, or number of cases assigned. It should also incorporate a review of agency policy, which determines what will be required for an individual case. Other factors such as statutes and administrative regulations will also affect the workload a case carries. Only when such a thorough analysis is done can the true workload impact of a given caseload number be ascertained.

Empirical studies of the time required by staff to do sufficient work to meet an agency’s standards are called workload studies. Such studies are used to develop weighted models which prescribe differing time values for cases based on the amount of time required for a CSO to meet agency standards for supervision on a given type of case. A time study-based workload analysis is one way to justify the caseload standards. However, such studies can be costly and require certain practices to be in place. Templates and workload allocation metrics are available in the “Community Supervision Workload Considerations for Public Safety” resource provided by BJA and the APPA.  


VII. Engagement and Building Relationships

INTRODUCTION

Changing behavior is a challenging process for anyone. Even those who are highly motivated struggle and often fail. Motivating individuals on community supervision to change longstanding habits and behaviors requires skills that allow officers to identify and foster motivation to change.

Essential to motivating people to change is applying an evidence-informed strategy for engaging individuals on supervision and working with them to enhance their motivation to change. These strategies for enhancing motivation might include core correctional practice (CCP) trainings, Strategic Training Interventions for Community Supervision (STICS), Effective Practices in Community Supervision (EPICS), Staff Training Aimed at Reducing Rearrest (STARR), and others that promote skills officers can employ to communicate effectively. These trainings introduce strategies for identifying what motivates an individual to make improvements and how to engage in ways that are responsive to the individual’s motivation.

Motivational Interviewing, a framework for conversations that focuses on resolving ambivalence about change and building an individual’s internal motivations for change, is a practice that helps individuals on supervision to change their behavior. Motivational Interviewing is one of many ways to enhance the relationship between officers and individuals on supervision by providing effective tools for handling resistance and keeping the individual engaged. Even where
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Motivational Interviewing does not have a causal relationship with improvements in supervision outcomes, this skill often helps establish a more positive relationship with the individual on supervision. While Motivational Interviewing is an essential skill, it is the responsibility of a supervision agency to build mechanisms for coaching, feedback, ongoing training, and quality assurance measures related to skills that build motivation, which is an evolving process.

**Standard 7.1**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically enhancing the intrinsic motivation to change.**

**Commentary:** One of the most critical components of community supervision is the content and quality of supervision meetings. Through these supervision contacts, CSOs manage the behavioral change process for individuals on supervision, including engaging the individual to develop prosocial skills. To ensure impactful supervision meetings that are systematically focused on intrinsic motivation, supervision agencies should support and monitor their CSOs through formalized policies, procedures, and practices to build motivation to change through evidence-based practices. For example, supervision agencies can utilize a Quality Contact Standards Form to establish professional expectations for interactions between persons on supervision and CSOs. This type of tool can include sections designed to foster personal connection and case planning and can be scored to give both the CSO and the supervisor a metric for the effectiveness of the contact. Contacts should focus on identifying intrinsic motivation for creating a ‘better life,’ such as the individual on supervision becoming an example for others, making their families proud, and relieving guilt or being able to move on with their lives in a positive way. Studies
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indicate that persons on probation who are motivated by ‘better life’ reasons were more likely to go to treatment and less likely to use drugs. By highlighting internal, future-focused reasons, probation officers might be able to stimulate change early in the supervision process.

**Standard 7.2**

Agencies should work to ensure that CSOs engage persons on community supervision as active participants in assessment, case planning, and the supervision process. CSOs and persons on community supervision should work collaboratively to mutually identify targeted behavior to change, goals, solutions, and action steps.

**Commentary:** Engaging individuals in their supervision generates buy-in and ownership and helps the CSO to ensure that the planned interventions are responsive to the identified needs and preferences of the individual on supervision. One study showed that individuals struggling with alcohol misuse who were given the opportunity to discuss their drinking and then complete their own change plans were significantly more likely to make positive change statements by the end of their session that those who did not complete change plans. Other studies indicate a positive correlation between procedural justice practices (i.e., providing supervisees with voice and ability to give feedback; neutral decision-making; respect for the individual, and transparency) and the individual’s acceptance of and compliance with the outcome of decisions made. For additional information on the importance of engaging individuals on supervision as active participants, please see Standards 3.10, 5.5, and 8.3.
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Standard 7.3

Agencies should ensure that CSOs have sufficient skills to build positive, trusting relationships with the individuals on their caseload to advance supervision goals.

Commentary: While this component may appear daunting to achieve, a strong, trusting relationship is a core component of three significant frameworks – core correctional practices, desistence theory, and the working alliance. The relationship between the CSO and individual on supervision is the foundation on which to build the supervision process, and it is arguably the most important of the CCPs.

Rapport between a CSO and an individual on supervision is linked to both positive behavior change and lower recidivism. The APPA has developed a tip sheet for building rapport, which is available online. CSOs and supervision agencies should be mindful that rapport is necessary but not sufficient to facilitate behavior change. Relationship building should be a complement to, and not a replacement for, implementing the effective interventions detailed in Standard 9. Rapport and a respectful relationship is an important step and a foundational necessity to do other work toward long-term sustainable behavior change.

Although limited in scope, several empirical studies have shown that a positive therapeutic relationship between the CSO and individual on supervision is related to several desired outcomes. 


outcomes, including reduced substance use, responsiveness to treatment for spousal abuse, and reduced recidivism, including less time spent in jail for violations.\textsuperscript{158}

Standard 7.4

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices that incorporate incentives and sanctions for individuals on supervision.

Commentary: One evidence-based strategy that supervision agencies can use to enhance motivation is incentivizing positive behavior change and providing negative reinforcement for undesired behaviors. Incentives or positive reinforcements can include verbal praise, waived fines and fees, and even reductions in supervision periods. Sanctions or negative reinforcements can include verbal warnings, increased supervision visits, curfew, and even jail time. One option to give CSOs structure to implement incentives and sanctions is to provide an incentive and sanctions grid or matrix, including specific behaviors and potential incentive or sanction responses to these behaviors. Using these matrices can help agencies more effectively use their resources and is also associated with a lower rate of custodial sanctions.\textsuperscript{159}

Supervision agencies should primarily focus on incentives over sanctions, as research demonstrates that reinforcing positive behaviors is generally more effective than punishing undesired behaviors.\textsuperscript{160} A study from the Wyoming Department of Corrections indicated that use of both rewards and sanctions increased successful probation outcomes and reduced revocations.\textsuperscript{161} The impact of incentives and sanctions was particularly strong when the ratio of


rewards to sanctions was at least 4:1, if not higher. For more information on incentives and sanctions, see Standard 10 “Influencing Behavior.”

**Standard 7.5**

**Staff should use models of change to assess individuals’ readiness for behavior change.**

**Commentary:** Supervision agencies should support CSOs in using evidence-based practices to assess readiness for change and support motivation for change. One valuable tool for assessing readiness for change is the Stages of Change model, which lays out six stages of change through which an individual can progress: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and termination. Each stage of change is associated with different stage-matched interventions to support the individual on supervision moving forward towards becoming more motivated to change and implementing the steps necessary to put changes into action.

Motivational Interviewing, a framework for client conversations that focuses on resolving ambivalence about change and building and exploring an individual’s internal motivations for change, is a rigorously studied practice that helps individuals on supervision to change their behavior. By using Motivational Interviewing practices in their supervision contacts, CSOs can help individuals on supervision to build an internal motivation for change that lasts beyond their period of supervision. A study from New Zealand found that the use of Motivational Interviewing with a high-risk population led to an increased motivation to change, which lasted for 3-12 months after the study. Supervision agencies should support the implementation of
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Motivational Interviewing practices by offering training to CSOs and building Motivational Interviewing coaching into feedback provided by supervisors.
VIII. Case Planning

INTRODUCTION

Traditional community supervision techniques often focus on establishing the CSO’s authority, compelling individuals on supervision to comply with their conditions of supervision and holding them accountable for noncompliance, which is often reactive instead of proactive. While an individual on supervision can be directed to follow the rules of supervision and comply with the law, this approach generally does not produce genuine enthusiasm to make positive changes in the individual’s life and can instead foster frustration and resentment. Instead, CSOs should focus on developing proactive action steps through a case plan that is developed alongside the individual on supervision.

To gain buy-in from individuals on supervision, CSOs should attempt to build a working alliance, wherein both parties cooperate to find the best available solutions to address the individual’s needs.165 This approach relies on the concept of procedural justice, or the idea that people are more likely to cooperate with agents of the justice system if they feel as though their concerns have been heard and the justice system has treated them fairly. Procedural justice has been shown to be effective in many different parts of the justice system, including community supervision. As the authors of one study wrote, “findings showed that when the community supervision process was perceived as procedurally fair, individuals under community supervision demonstrated positive criminal justice outcomes, that is, less self-reported criminal behavior, fewer official arrests, and fewer technical parole violations.”166 Including individuals in the case planning process by encouraging them to state their personal goals and co-creating a plan to
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meet those goals can help foster a sense of procedural justice, leading to increased compliance on supervision and an increased likelihood of behavioral change among those on supervision.

**Standard 8.1**

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for creating written case plans for all persons on community supervision at the moderate, high, and intensive levels of supervision.

**Commentary:** Individuals on supervision often present with multiple needs, including behavioral health disorders, lack of stable housing, employment challenges, and more. The development and use of case plans enables CSOs to understand these needs and work with the person to address them through engagement in appropriate resources and interventions. Supervision agencies can support CSOs and individuals on supervision by enacting formal policies, procedures, and practices to ensure that case plans are developed consistently and effectively. Guidance on case plan development might include intensity of a reporting schedule or contact standards informed by risk and needs level. Agencies might also consider providing guidance on case plan development specific to the previous environment the person is coming from (prison, jail, prerelease center, treatment facility, or community), which may inform different kinds of recommended services and how frequently the case plan should be updated based on changing circumstances. These guidelines can also assist supervisors in monitoring line staff by providing consistent expectations for case plans according to different risk levels.

**Standard 8.2**

The content of the case plans should be driven by the results of the assessment, including risk factors, criminogenic needs, specific responsivity factors, strengths, and protective factors.

**Commentary:** When RNAs are appropriately validated and administered with fidelity, they can provide an accurate and comprehensive picture of the person’s criminogenic risk factors, needs,
and responsivity factors. The responsivity principle recognizes individual receptivity; how individuals will respond to certain interventions and treatment will depend largely on their unique characteristics and attributes. Therefore, interventions and treatment options should be chosen for individuals based on their responsivity factors (e.g., gender, learning style, cultural background). For additional discussion on the role of responsivity factors and how they should be tracked within a case plan, please see Standards 3.6 and 4.2. The CSO should then work with the person to develop a case plan based on their identified needs and risk level, including goals, strategies, behavioral objectives, and action steps. This detailed plan helps the officer match the person with appropriate evidence-based programs and resources.

The structure that comes with a case plan helps CSOs combine different initiatives and strategic goals within their agency into a single, functional document specific to the individual on supervision. Additionally, matching persons on supervision with programming appropriate to their criminogenic needs and risk factors can improve their future outcomes.

Standard 8.3

The case plan should be developed in collaboration with the person on community supervision. Individuals on supervision should be involved in the focus on criminogenic needs, development of goal statements, and determining action steps.

Commentary: Although courts, prisons, and community supervision agencies can attempt to compel people to change their behavior, the most effective and lasting changes occur when people are internally motivated to make them. According to the NIC, “When people make changes for internal reasons, they try harder, are more satisfied, and stick with the changes

longer than when they make changes for external reasons.”

Factors that increase internal motivation include the autonomy to choose a course of action, the competence to carry out that course of action, and the people around them who support their decision.

It is impossible to fully avoid coercion in the field of community supervision; court-ordered treatment programs and supervision requirements are not typically subject to the individual on supervision’ approval, and CSOs should not uncritically accept the person’s choices without consideration. However, when a person is given an opportunity to state their personal goals and merge them into the case plan, not only can they take ownership of the plan, but the CSO can help them recognize their own strengths, set realistic goals, and provide positive feedback as the client begins to work towards those goals. This can help bolster the person’s confidence and keep them on track towards sustainable, prosocial changes.

**Standard 8.4**

The case plan should contain behavioral objectives that focus on an individual’s behavior, not CSO activities. The behavioral objectives should conform to the SMART model, be focused on two to three objectives per case plan, and each objective should be broken into action steps developed in collaboration with the person on community supervision.

**Commentary:** Behavioral objectives are the ways in which people on supervision are expected to undergo internal or behavioral changes as a result of successfully completing the case plan or portions thereof. Behavioral objectives provide benchmarks to complete action steps and mandated supervision conditions. Case plans incorporating these objectives as part of a cognitive-behavioral framework tend to be more successful than other programs intended to
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reduce recidivism, such as punishment-based approaches. Because the goal of such a case plan is for individuals on supervision to realize long-lasting behavioral changes that will help them avoid future criminal behavior, the objectives in the case plan should focus on changes that the individual will make in their lives, not actions that the CSO will take to impose behavioral change.

Agencies may choose to use the SMART model as guidance for CSOs when building case plans. The SMART model calls for behavioral objectives to be Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Time-bound. Specific objectives clearly state what will be done and who will do it. Measurable objectives include how the action will be measured to determine progress. Achievable objectives are realistic when they consider the realities faced in the community, which might include what resources are available to the individual on supervision. A relevant objective fits the goals of behavior change. Lastly, objectives must be time-bound with specific timelines for completion.

Individuals on supervision may present with a multitude of criminogenic needs, and it may be tempting for the CSO to address all of those needs in a single case plan, with goals and action steps for each need. However, it is usually not feasible for individuals on supervision to work towards many goals at one time; as Carey et al. write, “neither the [individual] nor the [CSO] has sufficient time to pursue a set of goals that address all possible issues and opportunities.” Attempting to do so will inevitably lead to the individual becoming overwhelmed and discouraged with the process. The CSO can best assist the person on supervision by helping to identify the most important and time-sensitive behavioral objectives for the person to work on, and then building the case plan around those objectives.

The SMART model can serve as a litmus test when setting goals and action steps. The number of behavioral objectives must be limited to ensure that the client is not overwhelmed by the plan and supervision strategy. CSOs can further assist individuals on supervision by helping them break down the behavioral objectives into smaller, more achievable action steps. Completing these action steps can help individuals on supervision build confidence, feel a sense of accomplishment, and see markers of the progress that they are making.  

**Standard 8.5**

**The case plan should be updated regularly with the person on community supervision as part of the reassessment process, including supervisor review and approval.**  

**Commentary:** Once created, case plans should not be treated as unchangeable. Individuals on supervision may complete or make meaningful progress towards goals, such as acquiring stable housing or decreasing their use of illegal drugs during their time on supervision. In those circumstances, the CSO and individual may turn their collective attention towards other behavioral objectives. Individuals on supervision may also experience setbacks, such as suddenly experiencing homelessness, or encounter unexpected barriers to achieving the goals in the case plan. CSOs must be prepared both to deal with crisis situations that pull their focus away from the case plan, and to re-evaluate the strategies and action steps in the case plan with the individual to account for barriers that arise.  

**Standard 8.6**

**The outcomes of the case plan objectives should be tracked and recorded as part of an agency’s performance measurement system.**
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Commentary: The existence, use of, and adherence to a performance measurement system is an integral component of effective case planning. Such a system provides a layer of accountability for the CSO and the individual and enables supervision staff to recognize high-performing individuals on supervision and provide suggestions for individuals on supervision who are not meeting behavioral objectives and action steps. If used properly, a performance measurement system also provides agency leadership with a broad view of all individuals on supervision. This information can be used to identify which goals the agency is effectively helping individuals on supervision meet and where there is room for improvement or where additional resources are required. For more information on tracking performance measures, see Standard 11.

Supervisory Review

Standard 8.7

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for supervisor review and approval of initial and subsequent assessments, case plans, and supervision strategies.

Commentary: CSOs often have high caseloads and must respond to many demands, from court testimony to field visits to administrative requirements. Even the best-intentioned and best-equipped CSOs face high caseloads, voluminous paperwork, and day-to-day crises that demand their attention. In the face of these challenges, CSOs may treat case plans as one more form to fill out rather than as a tool that guides their supervision strategy for that person. The introduction and use of case plans to an agency should not be conveyed as yet another administrative task or “box to check.” Supervisors are therefore essential for gaining buy-in from CSOs, helping CSOs integrate case planning requirements into their processes, and providing oversight over the case planning process.

Supervisors can help alleviate this issue by reviewing and approving assessments and case planning documents to ensure that assessments are accurately identifying individuals on
supervision’s criminogenic needs and risk factors and that case plans are prioritizing the most important goals without setting unattainable standards for the client.

The extra layer of review provided by the supervisor helps ensure that the proposed case plan meets all court-ordered or releasing authority requirements, that its objectives and action steps meet SMART criteria, and that the CSO has appropriately engaged the individual on supervision in its creation. The supervisor’s involvement also helps promote accountability for both the CSO and individual on supervision, encouraging both to frequently refer to and work towards the goals in the case plan. Supervisors should use case plan submission and review as an opportunity to coach their officers to create more actionable and responsive case plans and to create learning opportunities for line staff. Similar to how officers might see their role as coaches for individuals on supervision, supervisors should see their role as coaches, where the key to effective coaching is having a relationship with their officers that is supportive and based on trust. Effective coaches engage in the teaching enterprise and use their expertise to develop officer skills that support effective supervision strategies. This might involve having CSOs observe a meeting between their supervisor and an individual on supervision to learn from the supervisor’s communication style and use of effective intervention skills.

**Standard 8.8**

**Supervisors should conduct regular case reviews with their CSOs and observe their CSOs in interactions with individuals on supervision, examining and discussing a designated number of cases in depth. These reviews should address the use of evidence-based practices, compliance with agency policy, officer skill levels, and areas in need of improvement.**

**Commentary:** Regular supervisory reviews and approvals of case plans provide accountability for CSOs and individuals on supervision and ensure adherence to the agency’s policies on case planning. However, supervisors should also set aside time for in-depth reviews of CSOs performance related to case plan development. The details of CSOs interactions with individuals on supervision and skillsets may not be readily apparent during normal reviews of case plans or
assessments. Regular observation of CSO interactions is another tool for supervisors to provide feedback to CSOs on their use of Motivational Interviewing and CCPs. Supervisors can use these observations to recognize CSO strengths, identify areas for improvement, and provide feedback. Agencies should provide coaching for officers across the spectrum of skill development to support performance improvement. These detailed examinations also allow supervisors to review and evaluate CSO skills, behavior, and use of evidence-based practices over an extended period of time. These reviews should not be conducted in an interrogational manner; the goal is not to embarrass CSOs or point out deficiencies, but to identify both strengths and weaknesses in a collegial manner to improve professional practice. The frequency of these reviews should be determined by the supervisor to officer ratio, case load sizes, and management capacity. Agencies might consider allowing these reviews to happen virtually where supervisors are not working in the same areas where their officers are primarily located.

**Standard 8.9**

*Agencies should have policies, procedures, and established practices for the CSOs to identify needs and engage individuals in appropriate treatment, services, and resources based on severity of the assessed needs and risk classification, as part of case planning. Once needs are identified, CSOs should make appropriate connections to community partners as an individual’s needs require.*

**Commentary:** When an individual is in crisis or otherwise in urgent need of programs or services, CSOs should identify the person’s needs and refer them to appropriate services. These referrals should be guided by agency policies and practices to ensure the best possible treatment for individuals on supervision, as well as ensuring that programming is delivered consistently. Agencies should have policies to ensure treatment providers are providing high-quality services and are responsive with providing feedback to the supervision agency or court where treatment is court-mandated or required per the case plan. This might involve a quality assurance process to review services that providers have delivered.
Substance use treatment referral processes should incorporate risk, need, responsivity principles and the American Society for Addiction Medicine’s (ASAM) Patient Placement Criteria. Once the need for treatment or other services is identified, the CSO should work with the individual and assist in scheduling initial appointments, navigating insurance, and figuring out transportation or other logistics that will increase the likelihood of consistent treatment. The CSO should then follow up with the individual and service provider to ensure that the person has engaged with and understands the expectations of the treatment providers.

**Standard 8.10**

*Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices in place to ensure that CSOs document monthly communication with treatment providers including attendance, engagement in treatment, and progress toward current treatment goals.*

**Commentary:** Both treatment providers and CSOs are working to help individuals on supervision succeed, albeit from different perspectives. CSOs are concerned with the person’s behavior on supervision and compliance with court conditions, while treatment providers focus on addressing the person’s physical and behavioral health needs. Each has information about the individual that the other does not; exchange of information is necessary to provide the best possible care and supervision. The CSO should have regular communication with the treatment provider, as these collateral contacts provide the best information on behavioral health progress. Building an ongoing relationship with treatment providers will benefit both the individual in treatment and CSO; this rapport will allow the CSO to better assist other individuals in finding and completing treatment and programs. Good relationships and frequent contact to maintain those relationships will help both providers and CSOs maintain accountability. This regular communication and documentation can also support providing information to the court or other
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decision-makers in instances of violations or revocations. For more discussion of connecting with treatment providers, please see Standard 4.

Standard 8.11

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for increasing skills of persons on community supervision and addressing factors related to their stability and behavior, as part of the case plan. These factors include education and employment, behavioral health, treatment, medical needs, financial needs, ongoing community support, and housing.

Commentary: Evidence suggests that steady employment is a key component in reducing the likelihood that people on community supervision will return to prison. Housing, mental health and substance use treatment, medical issues, and income also play key roles in people succeeding or failing on supervision. For example, a person experiencing homelessness may temporarily stay with friends or family members who consume alcohol or drugs, which could result in a supervision violation and revocation after experiencing a relapse or even for living in an environment where illegal substances are present. Individuals on supervision should be engaged with programs and services designed to meet these basic and critical needs, whether those programs and services are within or outside the supervision agency.
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IX. Effective Interventions

INTRODUCTION

An agency’s commitment to community safety, behavior change of individuals on community supervision, and evidence-based practices requires a parallel commitment to a reframing of the role of community supervision and the CSO. Supervision practices must include systematic and comprehensive efforts to facilitate long-term, sustained behavior change. Similarly, supervision agency policies and procedures should be aligned to encourage and support CSOs’ efforts to facilitate behavioral change through effective interventions that are timely, clear, and delivered in a proportional manner.

There has been strong empirical evidence reported in the literature to support the principles of effective intervention. In 1990, Andrews and colleagues analyzed 154 correctional programs and found support for the principles of risk, need, and responsivity. This database has since been expanded to include 374 comparisons and the findings indicated that adherence to all three principles reduces recidivism by 26%, whereas failure to adhere to any of the treatment principles increases recidivism by 2%. Collectively, there have now been more than 100 meta-analyses conducted on the correctional treatment literature, and these results have been replicated with consistency.

Standard 9.1

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, training, and established practices that clearly establish the CSO’s role as a combination of behavioral change agent and enforcement.
agent, using incentives, sanctions, and other behavior responses to encourage prosocial change.

**Commentary:** Historically, the role of the CSO was a balance between enforcing conditions of supervision and helping individuals on supervision to change. With the demise of rehabilitation as a focus of the legal system and the rise of the punitive era in the 1980s, the role of the CSO shifted to primarily, if not exclusively, monitoring and enforcement through programs such as Intensive Supervision Probation. With the emergence of the “what works” research, interest in behavior change as a legitimate goal of community supervision has returned. The introduction of evidence-based practices, the goal of which is behavior change, has further strengthened the dual role of the CSO. This combined role—balancing enforcement of conditions with cocreating a proactive case plan that encourages behavior-change skills—is more effective in reducing recidivism than a solely punitive approach. The focus on evidence-based practice to support sustainable behavior change is documented in frameworks including the “Principles of Effective Intervention.” One comparative study of an intensive supervision program incorporating more treatment for higher-risk individuals on parole found that if the program incorporated CSOs that were oriented towards both law enforcement and social work, and if the program is implemented in a supportive organizational environment, it can reduce recidivism by 10-30% compared to parole supervision models that are solely compliance-focused.

---

behavior change-focused supervision model will also help CSOs establish a working alliance with individuals on supervision, in which both the CSO and the individual work towards a shared goal of behavioral change and rehabilitation, as described in Standard 7.  

**Standard 9.2**

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, training, and established practices that use behavior change strategies and programs that are evidence-based.

**Commentary:** It is important to set CSOs up for success when implementing an evidence-based practice model. No supervision model can be successfully implemented without organizational support for the people who must put it into practice. This includes the creation of clearly written policies and practices for CSOs to refer to, as well as the demonstration of practices by supervisors and other champions of change. Agencies should clearly communicate the expectation that CSOs will be evaluated based on their adherence to these evidence-based practices. However, to ensure productive implementation, agencies should select a supervision model that provides both initial training for CSOs and refresher or booster trainings to keep their skills updated. Some of these evidence-based techniques, strategies, and programs include CCP, Strategic Training Interventions for Community Supervision (STICS), Effective Practices in Community Supervision (EPICS), Staff Training Aimed at Reducing Rearrest (STARR), the
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Carey Guides, Proactive Community Supervision (PCS), National Curriculum and Training’s Complete Behavior Change System, and group-based cognitive behavioral interventions such as Thinking for a Change, Moral Reconciliation Therapy, Aggression Replacement Therapy, Decision Points, and Reasoning & Rehabilitation.

**Standard 9.3**

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, training, and established practices that require use of evidence-based and evidence-informed practice models by treatment and service providers with whom supervision agencies contract for referral services.

**Commentary:** Providing CSOs with training, policies, and organizational support during and after the adoption of a supervision model that incorporates both behavioral change and enforcement responsibilities is important to both CSOs and the individuals on their caseloads. However, this dual-supervision model and the use of evidence-based practices that is core to its success should be consistent across every service provider with whom the individual is connected. This includes the treatment and service providers that work closely with the supervision agency. If a CSO uses CCPs to supervise an individual, but the individual is then referred to a treatment provider that operates under a more punitive model, it may undermine the relationship between the CSO and the individual on supervision and jeopardize that individual’s progress. Maintaining consistency among the different treatment agencies can align individuals on supervision and providers so that practices are reinforced. Where supervision agencies have processes in place to establish contracts or memoranda of understanding, the agency can outline requirements providers must follow related to evidence-based criteria. Without providing an exhaustive list, agencies can

monitor the quality of provider services using tools including the Correctional Program Assessment Inventory (CPAI and CPAI-2000), Correctional Program Checklist (CPC), the Standardized Program Evaluation Protocol (SPEP), or a similar process that examines the use and application of principles of effective interventions within the services provided.

**Standard 9.4**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically engaging persons on community supervision in skill training with directed practice.**

**Commentary:** Individuals on supervision sometimes lack foundational skills such as applying for a job, searching for an apartment, or opening a bank account. CSOs can help them develop and use these skills by teaching individuals the basics of building these skills and helping them practice these skills through hypotheticals and then real-life implementation, with ample time to debrief with the CSO. Skill training must include the following elements: a goal to increase a particular skill, delivery of training or teaching by the CSO, an opportunity for the person on community supervision to practice the skill, and provision of relevant feedback to the person on community supervision after using the skill. This activity should be included in case plans, individual meetings with the CSO, behavioral interventions, and appropriate internal programming (e.g., staff-led groups or classes). Other examples of skill training include problem-solving, cognitive restructuring, time management, budgeting, and interpersonal communication.

**Standard 9.5**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically engaging persons on community supervision in ongoing community support.**

**Commentary:** To help provide individuals with the best possible chance to succeed on supervision, CSOs should help them engage with positive, prosocial people in their communities, particularly where they are able and willing to provide support for those individuals. Engagement with community support should be included in case plans and reviewed regularly at individual
meetings. The presence of community support should also be included, when appropriate, in internal programming and behavioral interventions. This work should include addressing negative influences from individuals who are considered “support” systems but might exacerbate the risk of reoffending because of their own behavior or the dynamic with the individual. CSOs should provide guidance and feedback to individuals on supervision about engagement in their communities and interactions with their support system. CSOs should work on an ongoing basis to help individuals on supervision identify and engage prosocial support systems in their natural communities or neighborhoods. Where possible, CSOs should educate individuals who are considered part of the ‘support system’ about what the supervisee is learning and working towards throughout the duration of their supervision term. CSOs can also learn more about the individual on supervision’s goals by engaging with positive support and exploring what motivates the individual. Resources for officers to guide individuals considered part of the person’s positive support system include, for example, Effective Practices in Community Supervision for Influencers.

Standard 9.6

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for the use of incentives and reinforcement in the community supervision process to support behavior change and compliance by persons on community supervision.

Commentary: Sustained behavior change can be facilitated by the use of incentives and reinforcement. These are empirically proven techniques that recognize the person on community supervision’s accomplishments and provide a tangible response the person supervision will value. Positive reinforcements have gained traction as part of the evidence-based practices approach

---


where the use of incentives is used as a tool to garner engagement and traction in addressing community supervision goals. \(^2\) \(^3\)

Incentives can include verbally recognizing the appearance of persons on community supervision at an office meeting, commenting on their timeliness or preparation, or commenting on (or providing a written commendation for) various achievements across case plan tasks, such as getting/keeping a job, passing an exam, reuniting with prosocial family members, or completing a training or treatment program. These social rewards are important in the change process and support the CSO in building trust.

Where a formal incentives program exists, each person on community supervision should be advised in writing about the program. There should be early and frequent opportunities to receive incentives and they should be targeted to specific behaviors that are prosocial and avoid criminogenic risk. Individuals on community supervision should also be given an opportunity to give input on incentives. At initial supervision onboarding meetings, CSOs should discuss with individuals on supervision what incentives are impactful to them, rather than making assumptions about what might drive compliance. \(^4\) This allows the individual to contribute to receiving positive responses when they reach benchmarks within their case plan, making it more likely they will reach those benchmarks. What one person might consider a strong reinforcement another might consider a weak reinforcement or even a punishment. The incentive recipient’s perception is important and understanding that perception is critical when choosing reinforcements. Agencies should derive incentives from this input and train officers on potential


incentives, how to elicit feedback, and which incentives might be specifically reinforcing for the individual.

One framework for providing incentives in a community supervision context is contingency management, which focuses on reducing behaviors such as drug use by allowing individuals to earn rewards and incentives through positive behavior. Building on the finding that behavior responses should be swift, certain, and proportional, contingency management holds that individuals should have a clear understanding of how incentives can be earned, and that when they have completed the requirements to gain an incentive, they should receive that incentive in a timely manner in response to the positive behavior. When using contingency management, CSOs identify desired behaviors, assign values to the observed behaviors and deliver rewards when an individual achieves the desired behavior or earns a certain number of points. Contingency management innovations usually adhere to three basic principles: 1) the provider creates an environment where target behaviors such as drug abstinence are quickly observed, making the behavior change easily recognized and measurable; 2) reinforcers are used to acknowledge that the person achieved the targeted behavior; and 3) if the individual does not achieve the targeted behavior, reinforcements are not provided. The purpose of positive reinforcements is to help stimulate dopamine (the reward center of the brain) to restructure behavior and responses. Rewards can be delivered in the form of tangible (e.g., gift cards) or intangible (e.g., verbal praise) incentives, and both are found to be equally effective.

Studies suggest that early contingency management rewarding strategies tended to have delayed recidivism.\(^{211}\)

Research suggests CSOs should attempt to administer four positive incentives to each negative sanction.\(^{212}\) Specifically, studies have shown that as the proportion of reinforcers-to-punishers widened, with more reinforcements or rewards, the odds of program success improved.\(^{213}\)

**Standard 9.7**

*Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices guiding the individual meetings between individuals on community supervision and their CSOs. Meetings should have a specific goal, utilize a proactive strategy, work to advance behavioral change efforts, and enable the officer to monitor compliance with the conditions of community supervision.*

**Commentary:** Individual meetings should have a specific purpose and work on identified action steps to achieve the goals of supervision. Sufficient time should be allotted to developing individual skills, allowing practice, and providing feedback. Examples of practices that should be used include:

- Using effective communication skills
- Using Motivational Interviewing techniques
- Providing positive reinforcement
- Engaging in prosocial role modeling

---


Challenging and redirecting antisocial attitudes/beliefs and affirming prosocial attitudes/beliefs

Teaching concrete problem-solving skills

Using practice sessions with feedback to enhance skill building

Using incentives and reinforcements

Applying effective disapproval techniques and graduated sanctions

Outlining a relapse prevention model: This includes assisting people on supervision to recognize high-risk individuals, places, and things, which might trigger negative behavior; to avoid them through avoidance strategies; to learn to cope with them if they can’t be avoided; and then evaluate how the avoidance and coping strategies are working for the individual.

Research suggests that comprehensive trainings teach CSOs how to build rapport and a respectful relationship with the client, integrate cognitive-behavioral techniques to sessions, and structure their meetings with individuals on supervision to be concrete and meaningful.

---


X. Influencing Behavior

INTRODUCTION

To support the behavioral change process, community supervision agencies should use effective strategies to encourage and reward compliance and address noncompliant behavior. Holding persons on community supervision accountable for their behavior and promoting prosocial behavioral change are two of the core functions of community supervision agencies and staff. The responses to noncompliant behavior should be built into the supervision process, “noticing” noncompliance as soon as it occurs, even for minor instances of noncompliance. This can be as simple as calling the attention of the person on community supervision to the behavior and giving a verbal warning. Similarly, incremental rewards and reinforcements of positive behavior encourage consistent compliance and give the individual benchmarks to work towards to encourage change. Effective disapproval techniques work alongside positive reinforcement of prosocial behaviors to influence behavior. It is also the case that not all behavior exhibited by individuals on supervision will fall neatly into prosocial or antisocial categories. CSOs should evaluate individuals’ behaviors on a continuum from prosocial to antisocial and change their responses accordingly, reserving serious responses for serious incidents of misbehavior and significant rewards for significant instances or patterns of prosocial behavior, specific to the individual’s criminogenic need areas.

By setting clear boundaries with the person, being transparent about the consequences of crossing those boundaries or abiding by expectations, and using effective strategies to address behavior when it occurs, CSOs can promote behavioral change and deter antisocial behavior. While the process for CSOs using incentives and interventions should be objective in application, the CSO’s response should be relevant and tailored to the individual.

These Standards address some guidance informed by current case law, with recognition that every state might have its own due process requirements related to supervision hearings.
addressing violations or revocations. These Standards are based on best practices and current statutes and case law as it is being interpreted at the time of the Standards’ publication. Statutory requirements and case law can change over time and these Standards do not constitute legal advice. Supervision agencies should defer to their state’s law and policy.

**Standard 10.1**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices that govern the responses to behavior and that ensure the principles of swiftness, certainty, fairness, transparency, and consistency are observed for all responses to behavior.**

**Commentary:** To gain individuals’ trust and compliance with supervision rules, CSOs should incorporate procedural justice principles and techniques throughout the individual’s time on supervision, and not just as a response to noncompliance. Agencies can encourage their CSOs to adopt this approach by embedding the principles of procedural justice in official policies, procedures, and practices, thereby setting formal expectations for CSOs and providing resources to assist them. For more discussion of this topic, see Standard 7.2 and the Introduction to Standard 8. Agency policies, procedures, and practices should incorporate the following principles of procedural justice, including:

- **Fairness:** Individuals on supervision should be treated with respect and dignity and approached as valuable human beings.
- **Voice:** Individuals on supervision should have a voice in the decision-making process about their outcome and should be given an opportunity to share their side of the situation under review.
- **Transparency:** The disciplinary process should have consistent and clear options and responses, whether punitive or behavioral, that are accessible to the individual at the beginning of supervision.
Impartiality: The disciplinary process should have a structured framework designed to minimize implicit bias on the part of the decision maker(s) so that behavioral responses are objective and neutral.  

Research indicates that the application of procedural justice practices within the supervision context is associated with a greater “felt obligation to obey the law” and “lower odds of recidivism.” One way to embed procedural justice principles into behavior responses is for the agency to provide an incentive and sanctions grid or matrix, including specific behaviors and potential incentive or sanction responses to these behaviors. This tool has the potential to increase consistent behavior responses and serve as a resource officers can use to promote transparency and impartiality.

Incentives for Prosocial Behavior

Standard 10.2

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for the use of incentives and reinforcement in the community supervision process to support behavior change and compliance by persons on community supervision.

Commentary: Sustained behavior change can be facilitated by the use of incentives and reinforcement. These are empirically proven techniques which recognize the accomplishments of the person on community supervision and provide a tangible response that the person will value.


220 This section, 9.2-9.4, repeats the content in the discussion about incentives within the Standard on “Effective Interventions,” as incentives are both an effective intervention and should also be used to influence behavior.
Positive reinforcements have gained traction as part of the evidence-based practices approach where the use of incentives has been identified as a tool to garner engagement in addressing community supervision goals.\textsuperscript{221, 222} The process of identifying incentives that are impactful to the individual requires a strengths-based approach to addressing criminogenic needs. Highlighting the individual’s strengths will help the individual and the CSO determine which incentives are most impactful for that person.

Incentives can include verbally recognizing the appearance of persons on community supervision at an office meeting, acknowledging their timeliness or preparation, or commenting on (or providing a written commendation for) various achievements across case plan tasks, such as getting/keeping a job, passing an exam, reuniting with prosocial family members, or completing a training or treatment program. These social rewards are important in the change process and support the CSO in building trust. Research suggests that while earned compliance credits are rated most favorably, incentives including supervision fee waivers, reduced reporting requirements, and gift cards were impactful.\textsuperscript{223}

Where a formal incentives program exists, each person on community supervision should be advised in writing about the program. There should be early and frequent opportunities to facilitate incentives and they should be targeted to specific behaviors that are prosocial and avoid criminogenic risk. Individuals on community supervision should be given an opportunity to give input on incentives. At initial supervision onboarding meetings, CSOs should discuss with individuals on supervision what incentives are impactful to the individual, rather than making assumptions about what might drive compliance.\textsuperscript{224} This allows the individual to influence the


responses they will receive when they reach benchmarks within their case plan, making it more likely they will reach those benchmarks. What one person might consider a strong reinforcement another might consider a weak reinforcement or even a punishment. The recipient’s perception is important and understanding that perception is critical when choosing reinforcements. Agencies should develop incentive options based on this input. They should also train officers on potential incentives, how to elicit feedback, and which incentives might be specifically reinforcing for the individual.

One framework for providing incentives in a community supervision context is contingency management, which focuses on reducing behaviors such as drug use by allowing individuals to earn rewards and incentives through positive behavior. Building on the finding that behavior responses should be swift, certain, and proportional, contingency management holds that individuals should have a clear understanding of how incentives can be earned, and that when they have completed the requirements to gain an incentive, they should receive that incentive in a timely manner in response to the positive behavior. When using contingency management, officers identify desired behaviors, assign values to the observed behaviors, and deliver rewards when an individual achieves the desired behavior or earns a certain number of points. Contingency management innovations usually adhere to three basic principles: 1) the provider creates an environment where target behaviors such as drug abstinence are quickly observed, making the behavior change easily recognized and measurable; 2) reinforcers are used to acknowledge that the person achieved the targeted behavior; and 3) if the individual does not

achieve the targeted behavior, reinforcements are not provided. Rewards can be delivered in the form of tangible (e.g., gift cards) or intangible (e.g., verbal praise) incentives, and both are found to be equally effective. Studies suggest that early contingency management rewarding strategies tended to have delayed recidivism.

Research suggests CSOs should attempt to administer four positive incentives to each negative sanction. Specifically, studies have shown that as the proportion of reinforcers-to-punishers widened and more rewards were given, the odds of program success improved.

**Standard 10.3**

**Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically engaging persons on community supervision in skill training with directed practice, including the use of incentives to reward practice and mastery.**

**Commentary:** Some individuals on supervision lack foundational skills such as how to apply for a job, search for an apartment, or open a bank account. CSOs can help them develop and use these skills by teaching individuals the basics and helping them practice these skills through hypotheticals and then real-life implementation, with ample time to debrief with the CSO. Skill
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training must include a goal to increase a particular skill, delivery of training by the CSO, an opportunity for the person on community supervision to practice the skill, and provision of relevant feedback to the person on community supervision on the use of the skill. This activity should be included at a minimum in case plans, individual meetings with the CSO, behavioral interventions, and in appropriate internal programming (e.g., staff-led groups or classes). Other examples of skill training include problem-solving, cognitive restructuring, time management, budgeting, and interpersonal communication. It is important to note that even when people master a given skill, such as applying and interviewing for jobs or interpersonal communication, they may not see immediate benefits from their effort. Even the best-prepared individual may struggle to obtain employment or secure stable and affordable housing through no fault of their own. Because of this, it is important for CSOs to provide incentives and rewards, such as verbal praise, recognition in front of others, and/or tangible benefits such as the ability to conduct check-ins virtually, for individuals who are making genuine efforts at self-improvement.

Encouragement and support can help prevent people from becoming discouraged and slipping back into bad habits.

Additionally, officers themselves should engage in skill training and directed practice by practicing the activity of rewarding incentives and building this practice into case planning. For example, where action steps and a goal in the case plan are accomplished, officers should document this progress and respond by awarding incentives the individual identified as impactful.

**Standard 10.4**

*Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices for systematically engaging persons on community supervision in ongoing community support.*

**Commentary:** To help provide individuals with the best possible chance to succeed on supervision, CSOs should also help individuals engage with positive, prosocial people in their communities. Engagement with community support should be included in case plans and reviewed regularly at individual meetings. The presence of community support should also be
included, when appropriate, in internal programming and behavioral interventions. This work should include addressing negative influences from individuals who are considered “support” systems but might exacerbate the risk of reoffending because of their own behavior or the dynamic with the individual. CSOs should provide guidance and feedback to individuals on supervision regarding engagement in their communities and interactions with their support system. CSOs should work on an ongoing basis to help individuals on supervision identify and engage prosocial support systems in their natural communities or neighborhoods. Where possible, CSOs should educate individuals who are considered part of the ‘support system’ about what the individual is learning and working towards throughout the duration of their supervision term. CSOs can also learn more about the individual on supervision’s goals by engaging with positive support and exploring what motivates the individual.

Supervision agencies should acknowledge that the process of an individual abandoning prior social bonds—even unhealthy, negative, or antisocial ones—is a difficult task and becomes more difficult when the individual is returning to the same community they lived in before their arrest. Even individuals with good intentions may lose resolve over time and slip back into old patterns, especially if they are having a difficult time forming or strengthening new prosocial connections. The CSO should actively assist individuals by offering verbal recognition and other incentives for instances of positive behavior, as well as the individual’s efforts to avoid former antisocial ties. Assistance and incentives, particularly in the period immediately after the individual returns to the community, can help that individual form new bonds and develop sustainable, prosocial relationships.

Sanctions for Noncompliance

Standard 10.5

Agency policy should incorporate structured mechanisms for determining responses that are proportional to the seriousness and history of the noncompliant behavior and the risk level of the person on community supervision.

Commentary: Policy-based grids or matrices, which prescribe responses to noncompliance based on the individual’s risk level and the seriousness of the behavior, are an effective way to address the challenge of ensuring consistency and fairness of responses across CSOs. Such mechanisms should utilize a structured, research-informed decision-making process that is driven by risk levels, criminogenic needs, specific responsivity factors, severity of behavior, history of behavior, and the CSO’s professional judgment. While matrices are intended to provide structure and consistency across CSO responses, they do not mandate that CSOs respond identically in every instance; CSOs should balance the guidelines laid out in their agency’s matrix with their knowledge of the individuals on their caseload and make appropriate adjustments.

The creation, implementation, and use of a graduated sanctions grid to supplement and guide CSOs’ professional judgment can help CSOs supervise individuals more effectively. While the use of graduated sanctions themselves has not been shown to reduce recidivism, CSOs can use them to adopt a problem-solving focus with individuals on supervision, working with those individuals to find the right responses to address the underlying issues that are leading to noncompliance. The more recent terminology involves “effective responses to noncompliance”—suggesting that if a previous response was ineffective in positively shaping behavior, perhaps a

---

different approach (rather than a more severe one) is called for. This focus on effective responses is a reminder that even where there is a structured tool providing guidance to CSOs, the response should still consider the individual’s circumstances at the time of the noncompliance.

**Standard 10.6**

Agency policy for responding to noncompliant behavior should include options such as administrative conferences with supervisory or management staff, the person on community supervision, and the CSO. Where the court or parole board is amenable, these administrative conferences might involve the court.

**Commentary:** Administrative conferences can be a useful tool at the early stages of noncompliance. Typically, during an administrative conference, the person on community supervision, the CSO, and a member of an agency’s management staff meet to discuss the individual’s behavior. Such a conference is not a violation hearing or a fact-finding session. Instead, it is designed to clarify expectations, explore options, and motivate the person on community supervision to fully comply with the conditions of supervision and work on the case plan objectives. Additionally, where the court is open to this practice, supervision agencies might explore providing updates to the court where the individual engages in noncompliance that does not rise to the level of a formal violation. This report to the court or parole board would serve as an opportunity to address the noncompliance before it develops into more serious behavior and to outline the potential repercussions if noncompliance continues. This might also serve as an opportunity to address conditions of supervision that are no longer applicable or are posing barriers to the individual on supervision, where these conditions are related to noncompliance.

---

Violation of Conditions

**Standard 10.7**

In accordance with law and with authorization of the applicable court or paroling authority, agency policy should prescribe what types of violations must be reported to the court or paroling authority and what types may be resolved internally. All noncompliance and alleged violations of supervision conditions should be investigated by the supervising CSO and the results documented in the case record.

**Commentary:** Agencies should have clear policies and formal channels of communication for reporting violations to a court or paroling authority. Comprehensive documentation of violation or alleged violation of conditions will help CSOs both hold individuals accountable for noncompliant behavior and help both parties identify the roots of that noncompliant behavior to form a basis for problem solving. Depending on the supervisor-to-CSO ratio and other demands on supervisors’ time, supervision agencies may prescribe varying policies for supervisory review of substantiated violations. Some agencies may prefer supervisors to review every substantiated violation, while others may prefer to prescribe supervisory review only for violations that result in revocation. Supervisors should also be available to provide guidance for instances when there is ambiguity about whether or not a violation should result in a report to the sentencing authority or parole board.

Due Process of Law

**Standard 10.8**

When the noncompliance with conditions rises to the level of filing a violation of probation or parole with the court or releasing authority, agencies should ensure that policy and procedure conform with the requirements set forth by the United States Supreme Court in *Morrissey v.*

**Commentary:** Agencies should ensure that policy and procedure conform to all relevant federal and state court rulings as well as court rule and administrative law requirements. These requirements include rights such as:

- Written notice of the alleged violations
- Disclosure of evidence to the individual
- An opportunity to be heard in person and to present witnesses and documentary evidence
- The right to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses (unless the hearing officer specifically finds good cause for not allowing confrontation)
- A neutral and detached hearing body such as a judge or traditional parole board, members of which need not be judicial officers or lawyers
- A written statement by the fact finders as to the evidence relied on and reasons for revoking probation or parole.

According to the Supreme Court, when a person is released onto probation or parole, they are considered to be at liberty to remain in the community as long as they “substantially abide” by their conditions of supervision.\(^{238}\) This means that any legal proceeding that deprives individuals of their liberty must conform to due process requirements for such a hearing.\(^{239}\) These requirements include notice of the hearing, disclosure of evidence, and the other stipulations included above.\(^{240}\) Supervision agencies should ensure that their policies, practices, and procedures conform to the Supreme Court’s requirements for probation and parole hearings,
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erring on the side of robust due process requirements when conflicts arise between federal and state law.

Right to Counsel

Standard 10.9

Agencies should ensure that individuals on supervision in probation or parole revocation proceedings are represented by counsel. If the individual is indigent, counsel should be appointed.

Commentary: Recognizing that supervision agencies’ primary role is not to advocate for certain legislation or policies that impact court practitioners, assignment of legal counsel in revocation hearings is a critical topic that agencies should discuss with stakeholders. In *Mempa v. Rhay* (389 U.S. 128, 1967), the United States Supreme Court held that persons on probation for a felony are entitled to counsel at their revocation hearing where the imposition of deferred sentencing is possible. The Court found that the time of sentencing and revocation hearing is a critical stage in a criminal case, and counsel’s presence is necessary to ensure that:

- The conviction and sentence are not based on misinformation or misreading of court records.\(^{241,\,242}\)
- Certain rights, such as that of appeal, are reasonably asserted; and,
- The defendant is provided with substantial assistance marshaling facts in connection with violations.\(^{243}\)

In the case of individuals on probation, the Supreme Court determined that counsel should be provided. While *Morrissey v. Brewer* did not go as far as to declare a right to counsel for individuals under parole supervision during these hearings, the finding in *Mempa* is applicable, in
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\(^{242}\) *Gideon v. Wainwright*, 372 U.S. 335 (1963)
spirit, to the parole revocation context. Given that individuals on parole face a higher likelihood of being incarcerated for revocation of parole, counsel should, at the very least, be required to be provided during parole revocation hearings. A growing number of states have awarded the right to counsel in the parole context through legislative mandate. The right to counsel is supported by the American Bar Association (ABA) and by the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA) in their professional standards. Supervision agencies can work with their local ABA and NLADA chapters to determine what role they can play in ensuring individuals on supervision are properly represented at revocation hearings.

Warrants for Arrest/Detention

Standard 10.10

Warrants for the arrest and detention of a person on community supervision should only be requested upon consideration of variables including: adequate evidence of serious and/or repetitive violation of assigned conditions, commission of a new offense, or risk to public safety posed by the individual’s continued presence in the community.

Commentary: Agencies should outline criteria for circumstances justifying arrest and detention of the individual on supervision. Agencies should review any jurisdiction-specific standards of proof and might consider arrest warrants in cases where there are adequate evidence of serious and/or repetitive violation of assigned conditions, commission of a new offense, or risk to public safety posed by the individual’s continued presence in the community. For some supervising agencies, decisions about which officers can effectuate arrests will depend on whether the supervision officers are sworn or not. Some agencies might collaborate with local police or sheriff

departments to effectuate arrest warrants, which requires clear policy across both supervision agencies and local law enforcement. Supervision agencies should discuss and coordinate with courts in circumstances where a court date for a violation of probation hearing is set and the individual misses the court hearing to determine when an arrest warrant for failure to appear is appropriate.

**Notification of Probable Cause Hearing**

**Standard 10.11**

The person on community supervision should be notified in writing of the probable cause hearing at least three days in advance. The notice should include the time and place of the hearing and information on the person’s rights (in probation cases) outlined in *Gagnon v. Scarpelli*[^247] and *Mempa v. Rhay*[^248], including the right to:

- Disclosure of evidence;
- Present evidence and favorable witnesses;
- Confront adverse witnesses;
- Receive effective assistance of counsel, with counsel appointed if the individual is indigent; and,
- Request postponement of the hearing.

**Commentary:** A probable cause hearing will take place due to any motion to revoke or violation of supervision hearing. Regardless of whether the individual on supervision is out in the community or in custody, notice of a probable cause hearing to determine whether a violation of supervision is required as a necessary component of due process. This hearing will determine whether there is probable cause to demonstrate a violation of supervision has occurred. While some states do not guarantee the right to counsel at probable cause hearings, best practice

involves counsel at any supervision-related hearing. Even in jurisdictions where the right to counsel is not guaranteed for the initial probable cause hearings, CSOs can have conversations about the presence of an attorney with the individual on supervision. The individual can also waive the initial probable cause hearing.

**Conducting Probable Cause Hearing**

**Standard 10.12**

Administrative staff or a field officer may, at the request of the court or releasing authority, conduct a probable cause hearing and make findings as to the probable cause for revocation.

**Commentary:** A preliminary inquiry is required to determine whether there is probable cause to believe that the person on probation violated the conditions of his or her probation. This can be conducted by supervision agency staff at the court’s request. At these hearings, the individual must be given notice of the alleged probation violations, an opportunity to appear and speak on their own behalf and to bring in relevant information, an opportunity to question individuals giving adverse information, and written findings by the hearing officer, who must be “someone not directly involved in the case.” If probable cause is found, the individual is entitled to a formal revocation hearing, with more procedure than the preliminary inquiry and the same right as guaranteed in *Gagnon*, before a “neutral and detached” hearing body.

To ensure compliance with the “neutral and detached” hearing body requirement, this hearing cannot be conducted by the supervising CSO who has filed the violation report at issue or recommended revocation in the revocation hearing.

---

Alternatives to Revocation/Incarceration

Standard 10.13

When violations have been sustained, alternatives to revocation and incarceration should be considered and utilized to the extent that public safety allows.

Commentary: Agencies have developed behavior matrices meant to provide officers with sanction options, apart from revocation. Some jurisdictions have facilities, including prerelease or sanction centers with available cognitive or substance use treatment, where people can be sent to serve a time-limited term (e.g., Montana and Utah). Depending on location and availability, agencies may also make referrals to problem-solving court tracks, detox/inpatient treatment programs, and sometimes faith-based community programs. Alternative responses can also include:

- Meetings between CSO, treatment provider, and supervisee
- Day reporting to supervision agency or treatment provider
- House arrest
- Electronic monitoring
- Jail sanction
- Recovery homes
- Faith-based reentry programming

CSOs should examine the types of violations to determine whether interventions and responses have addressed the underlying need leading to repeated violations. A record of these alternatives to revocation is critical if a revocation hearing is ultimately required, to show that multiple action steps were taken by the CSO to address noncompliance before a motion to revoke.

Framing and the language used by CSOs to describe these alternatives to incarceration or revocation are also critical. Opportunities to be connected to treatment where substance use
violations are prevalent should not be discussed as a sanction; a decision to refer to programming should not be viewed as a punishment but a needs-based intervention that provides additional structure and resources to benefit the individual on supervision.

Some states also have alternative facilities to address noncompliance without requiring full revocation of supervision. For example, New York has a Probation Violation Reduction Center (PVRC), a residential program (up to 90 days) for individuals on supervision with behavioral health problems who are at high risk of violation, or who have been violated and face incarceration. In Mississippi, Technical Violation Centers offer alternatives to revocations that would return people to state prison and focus on program plan development, personal motivation, and alcohol and drug programming. In Texas, there are Intermediate Sanction facilities that provide 45-90 day cognitive and/or substance use treatment as an alternative to revocation. Some states have also developed collaborative multiagency initiatives that provide responses to violation behavior related to substance use, including transitional sober living environments for individuals coming from carceral settings who are also navigating their substance use and/or mental health issues, such as Nebraska’s Project Integrate Transitional Living.252

XI. Performance Measurement

INTRODUCTION

Performance measurement in community corrections has historically focused on recidivism. While this is a critical outcome, there is a great deal of additional activity and work that goes into reducing recidivism that should be measured and tracked. This work, broadly classified as evidence-based practices, must be monitored, measured, and managed if the potential for recidivism reduction is to be realized. Performance measurement can include both process and outcome measures and focuses on fidelity to a given policy, training, or practice. Process measures determine whether supervision activities have been implemented as intended and how well different measures are being used; for example, agencies might track the percentage of individuals who receive an RNA where written policies require an assessment to inform case planning. Outcome measures track supervision effects in the supervision population by assessing the progress in the outcomes or outcome objectives that supervision agency aims to achieve. Many outcome measures demonstrate accountability, sustainable behavior change, and positive progress while under community supervision. The community supervision field has increasingly embraced a focus on measuring desistance, or the reduction in criminal behavior, with an emphasis on positive progress even in the face of relapse or contact with the legal system. Measures should take multiple perspectives (short, intermediate, and long term) and have multiple foci, including the person on community supervision, staff, and the agency.

Standard 11.1

Agencies should develop and implement a comprehensive performance measurement system which should include process measures of supervision activities consistent with risk-need-responsivity theory, as well as performance outcomes for agencies and individuals on supervision.
Commentary: As agencies consider what metrics to track at an agency, officer, and case level, the Justice Counts Initiative has outlined descriptive data metrics for policymakers and practitioners to consider including: Capacity & Costs of the supervision agency (funding, expenses, staffing, and caseload, distribution) Population Movements (new cases, daily population and discharges, Operations & Dynamics (violation and revocations), Public Safety (reconvictions), Equity (daily population by race, and ethnicity) and Fairness (whether supervision responses to behavior are consistent across people with similar risk and needs levels).\(^{253}\) Agencies can use these data categories to organize performance indicators for each category. For example, when looking at data related to number of staff, one performance measure would be the frequency of staff using RNR practices within case management.

While measures such as capacity, costs, population, operations, and public safety may be more easily defined, measurements for assessing equity and fairness in practice would need to be defined by agencies. Equity might be defined as all individuals on supervision being treated similarly for similar behavior; fairness would be defined by agencies using procedures equally. Each agency should determine how equity and fairness are demonstrated in their organization and should have input from staff at every level. These conversations might include consideration of factors such as whether people with similar risk and need levels are being supervised in a comparable way or whether similar violation behavior is being addressed in a consistent manner.

Related to supervision activities consistent with RNR model, practitioners and researchers frequently observe that officers fail to use RNA results in case plans. Researchers have identified measures to assess whether CSOs properly incorporate RNR into case planning.\(^{254}\) The four measures are: 1) whether a person has a criminogenic or responsivity need in a particular area, 2) the consistency between the risk subscale criminogenic/responsivity need areas and special


conditions, 3) whether the officer incorporated the need areas into a case plan, and, 4) the degree to which the special conditions are reflected in the case plan. Measuring whether need areas are adequately incorporated into case plans prevents discrepancies between the RNA results and case plans; tracking whether needs have been addressed also reduces a common tendency to emphasize special conditions ordered by the court over criminogenic needs.

Additionally, agency policy should outline how the agency will track outcomes around staff adherence to procedure, successful as opposed to unsuccessful discharge rates, and outcomes specific to the individual’s supervision progress.

**Standard 11.2**

**Process measures should track compliance with policies and procedures by staff at all levels, ensuring fidelity to the risk-need-responsivity theory model.**

**Commentary:** Process measures are meant to assess whether agency policies and practices are followed. This is critical because even the best evidence-based practices are meaningless unless they are implemented with fidelity. These process measures might differ between line officers and supervisors. For example, a supervisor’s process might be reviewed to determine their use of coaching skills with the CSOs that report to them or adherence to any agency policies that outline when and how to “staff” a case with a supervisor. Process measures for CSOs might include appropriate utilization of the information gleaned from an assessment and incorporation of assessment results into a case plan. Process measures allow an agency to evaluate a CSO and course-correct where adherence to policies is lacking. A performance evaluation may include a plan for follow-up action for staff (e.g., performance improvement plan, remedial training, or retraining).
Process measures for supervision staff require tracking domains such as RNR, motivation and engagement, case planning, monitoring and compliance, and desistance. 255

Measures to include when tracking fidelity to RNR:

- RNA
- Supervision level assigned
- Risk and supervision level match
- Total number of reassessments/percentage of reassessments completed on time
- Total contacts during supervision period/percentage of contacts required during a given timeframe
- Rate of contact (monthly) on supervision
- Rate of identified needs to treatment placement
- Reduction in criminogenic needs

Measures to include when tracking motivation and engagement:

- Average number of days between referral and start of treatment
- Initial treatment started less than 14 days from referral date
- Number of days between first and third treatment sessions

Measures to include when tracking case planning process:

- Number of days between intake and assessment
- Frequency of case plan updates and review with individual on supervision
- Percent of action steps completed within case plan

Measures to include when tracking monitoring and compliance:

- Revocations or court procedures to review progress on supervision
- Special conditions given
- Number of special conditions given
- Sanctions and incentives

Measures to include when tracking desistance:

- Successfully completed supervision
- Percent of negative drug tests out of all tests administered
- Percent of supervision population employed during supervision

**Standard 11.3**

**Outcome measures should assess the impact or results of staff activities.**

**Commentary:** In addition to assessing process measures, outcome measurement is a fundamental element of good management practices. It is critical to examine, on a routine basis, the results of agency activity. Agencies are accountable to their funding and authorizing bodies and need to be able to document the results of their work. At the individual case level, outcomes might include whether a case plan was developed with the individual, what action steps have been outlined and completed, whether a timeline was developed, whether a schedule/budget was drafted, whether appropriate referrals were made and the individual actually connected with the provider to whom they were referred, and whether there is compliance with conditions. At the agency level, outcome measures might include the aggregate number of cases terminated successfully or unsuccessfully, the percent of individuals processed for any kind of early discharge, and percent of people on supervision connected to supportive resources (e.g., housing, employment, treatment).

Agencies should also work with research partners to measure the impact of training, and specifically training dosage. Despite their potential, research has shown standard training regiments alone are not sufficient in making all participants proficient users of skills. There is a need to determine what intensity of training produces the best results. One study assessed the impact of federal probation officer training dosage in the Staff Training Aimed at Reducing Re-
arrest (STARR) program on the outcomes of their clients.\textsuperscript{256} The results indicated clients of STARR-trained officers had fewer probation revocations and new arrests but more technical violations and positive drug tests. This study also found clients supervised by officers with more exposure to the STARR model and practice of STARR skills had better outcomes than officers with less exposure and practice.

Agencies should look not only to training dosage but also use of skills taught within the training to determine whether the training skills are happening consistently enough to qualify the interaction as a productive intervention. One mechanism to measure performance is to review audio tape recordings between the CSO and individual on supervision. Some measures to analyze whether the officer effectively structures their meetings include inquiring about any crisis, reviewing the last meeting, and assigning any relevant homework or tasks to work on. Indicators of relationship-building strategies include the CSO’s use of role clarification, active listening, and mutual agreement of goals. Agencies should assess the use of bridging skills (e.g., the effective use of reinforcement, disapproval, authority, and punishment) and cognitive-behavioral intervention techniques (e.g., cognitive restructuring, skill building, problem-solving, and role-playing) in their one-on-one interactions with individuals on supervision.\textsuperscript{257, 258, 259, 260}


Standard 11.4

Outcome measures should assess the impact or results for individuals on supervision. Agencies should collect and report on outcome measures related to recidivism reduction, accountability, and other socially valued outcomes.

Commentary: Outcome measures for people on supervision generally correspond to the measures that assess officer and agency processes. Outcomes might include skill acquisition (e.g., time management, identifying triggers, use of coping mechanisms) updates to employment status, compliance with substance use programming, milestones in education, housing security (obtaining and maintaining housing), reduction in RNA level after participation in cognitive programming, payments towards financial obligations, or the completion of case plan action steps. It is important for supervision agencies to track these measurements; this informs whether individuals are achieving their goals and meeting or ameliorating their criminogenic needs, providing a more nuanced picture of the agency’s efforts towards long-term behavior change.

The National Academy of the Sciences 2022 Report on recidivism rates notes that these measures fail to capture indicators of progress toward the cessation of criminal activity, such as reductions in the seriousness of criminal activity or increases in time between release and a criminal event, and that they also reflect decisions made by the relevant criminal justice agency or agencies. Recidivism can still be a useful measure or evaluating the needs of individuals on supervision, but to gain a fuller picture of the performance of their supervision population, agencies should supplement recidivism rates with these measures that track reduction antisocial attitudes and criminal behavior. These measures might include documented connections to positive and prosocial activities and networks.

Other potential measures include:

- Percent obtaining employment, including full- and part-time employment rates and jobs secured by unemployed individuals
- Substance use, including both illegal substances and legal substances used despite prohibited use (e.g., alcohol)
- Education and/or training engaged in or completed
- Percent in need of housing who obtained it
- Treatment engagement, compliance, and outcomes
- RNA score movement (up/down)
- Completion of case plan objectives
- Financial collections
- Community service hours completed and monetary value of hours completed

While not as readily accessible as quantitative data from case management systems, experts in the field indicate that measures of success for this population would be better-informed and more effective if official sources of recidivism were supplemented by the point of view of the individuals themselves and the way they view success. Therefore, where possible, feedback mechanisms including supervisee surveys and during the supervision period tracking areas of increasing strength and stability should be facilitated.

**Standard 11.5**

A standard definition of recidivism should be developed and utilized across an agency. Using this definition, agencies should measure and report on recidivism of the community supervision population. This definition should clearly distinguish new criminal activity from...

---

technical violations (failure to comply with the conditions of community supervision) and determine what behavior counts towards recidivism.

Commentary: By developing and promulgating a standard definition of recidivism within their agency, supervision agencies can better collect accurate data on recidivism. Agencies should also work with other criminal justice stakeholders to align their respective definitions of recidivism.

The standard definition of recidivism should include the level of law violation (felony, misdemeanor, ordinance, traffic) and the processing criteria that counts towards recidivism (arrest, finding of probable cause by a judicial officer, conviction). The agency should clearly define the timeframe during which they are measuring recidivism (e.g., while on supervision, after discharge from supervision), including the length of time that recidivism among individuals is tracked after they are discharged from supervision. All individuals who are involved in data collection and analysis should be aware of this definition and be able to refer to it when questions arise.

Standard 11.6

Agencies should report recidivism data by risk level, offense type, time on community supervision, gender, race/ethnicity, geographic region, and other relevant criteria.

Commentary: Agencies should develop quality control procedures to ensure that CSOs are correctly entering the aforementioned data points, as well as other data points deemed significant by that jurisdiction. Agencies may choose to record this demographic data upon intake. Agencies should also develop and maintain the ability to conduct data analysis of their supervision population, including but not limited to these descriptive statistics and create regular reports that are accessible to the public, as well as to lawmakers and other local justice system stakeholders. Creating and maintaining this robust data entry and analysis process will supplement the agency’s other efforts to build trust with the public, educate members of the public on supervision processes and practices, and substantiate budget requests.
Standard 11.7

Agencies should collect and report data on the discharge status of persons completing community supervision, including those with successful discharge, early discharge for good performance, revocation, incarceration, and death.

**Commentary:** Discharge data will allow agencies to track how different populations across supervision are performing, whether by the type of supervision they are on, their risk level, programs they have participated in, or other factors. It will also allow agencies to monitor their own performance and make adjustments based on trends in the data. Review of discharge status patterns allows agencies to identify where individuals might be facing the most challenges on supervision. For instance, where certain populations are being revoked at higher rates close to the start of supervision, this trend might inform the agency how to develop more resource-intensive supervision interventions at the start of supervision. Additionally, regular review of discharge status might flag trends connected to processing individuals eligible for early discharge where there may be delays between early termination eligibility and actual discharge from supervision.

Standard 11.8

Agencies should have written policies, procedures, and established practices to systematically measure the progress of persons on community supervision and provide feedback.

**Commentary:** The presence of established policies, practices, and procedures to facilitate information gathering and the giving of feedback to persons on supervision can serve three basic purposes: it provides guidance and skill development opportunities for CSOs, it can serve as a standard or accountability mechanism for supervisors to assess CSOs’ performance against, and it helps ensure that individuals will receive consistent and reliable feedback throughout their time on supervision. Feedback should be given to the individual in order to build accountability, enhance skill development, and increase motivation for change. Feedback should be given once
assessments are completed, as action steps are completed, at the time of level or status change, and throughout the course of supervision.

**Standard 11.9**

*Agencies should support and engage in internal research relevant to their programs as well as research conducted by outside professionals.*

**Commentary:** The data-gathering, analysis, and reporting processes described in this Standard are likely to require the creation of a quality assurance department, either within the community supervision agency or elsewhere in the agency’s parent organization. In addition to compiling and reporting accurate statistics, agency leaders should empower staff and fund the quality assurance department to engage in internal research projects. Building up the agency’s ability to research trends within the community supervision population will enable the agency to adjust its policies, practices and procedures to deliver better and more effective supervision. It will also enable the agency to work with external researchers, such as university partners, which can benefit agencies through the introduction of outside perspectives, resources, and expertise. Agency engagement in this data tracking and research will help fill in research gaps and will provide more diverse data points across differently funded supervision agencies.
Glossary of Terms

**Agency**: The department or division of a department or branch of government (judiciary) that is responsible for the delivery of community supervision services.

**Community Supervision Officer (CSO)**: This incorporates those with the titles of probation officer, parole officer, parole agent, probation and parole officer, and any other applicable staff who carry out community supervision under the auspices of an agency.

**Community Supervision**: Probation, parole, and post-incarceration supervision.

**Person on supervision**: The individual on probation, parole or post-incarceration supervision, also referred to as the client.

**Releasing Authority**: All agencies with discretionary release authority, including parole boards, commissions and paroling authorities

**Supervisor**: Staff who are responsible for oversight and management of a group of CSOs, commonly referred to as a “first line supervisor.”
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